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Abstract: The purpose of this review is to aggregate technical information on existent optomechanical
eye models (OME) described in the literature, for image quality assessment in different applications.
Several physical eye models have been reviewed from peer-reviewed papers and patent applications.
A typical eye model includes an artificial cornea, an intraocular lens or other lens to simulate the
crystalline lens, an aperture as the pupil, and a posterior retinal surface, which may be connected to a
light sensor. The interior of the eye model may be filled with a fluid to better emulate physiological
conditions. The main focus of this review is the materials and physical characteristics used and the
dimensional aspects of the main components including lenses, apertures, chambers, imaging sensors
and filling medium. Various devices are described with their applications and technical details, which
are systematically tabulated highlighting their main characteristics and applications. The models
presented are detailed and discussed individually, and the features of different models are compared
when applicable, highlighting strengths and limitations. In the end there is a brief discussion about
the potential use of artificial eye models for industrial applications.

Keywords: optomechanical artificial eye model; in vitro eye measurements; imaging; image quality;
human eye

1. Introduction

The human eye is an organ that combines singular anatomical and histological char-
acteristics with complex physiological properties to develop its function as an image
formation “device”. Among the multiple conditions that can impair vision, the cataract is
the most common one, and is the most frequent surgical intervention. The development
of artificial intraocular lenses (IOLs) to compensate the removal of the natural crystalline
lens after cataract requires a detailed study of the optical properties of the human eye. Also
common are refraction and aberration conditions, such as myopia or astigmatism, and
optical benches to design and test spectacles or contact lenses (CLs) are also widely required.
In addition, with the advance of optical testing devices and techniques for physiological
applications, there has also been an increased interest in providing dummy eyes to validate
CLs and IOLs. New treatments such as laser interventions have also been tested in vitro.

Compared to other physiological systems, there is a strong interest in physical mod-
eling of the optics of the eye. Due to their small dimensionality and complexity, mere
computer theoretical models are usually not practical for assessing quality of vision, de-
signing optical implants or measurement devices, or planning and monitoring treatments.
One of the main challenges is to be able to predict the subjective response of a patient prior
to actually altering his/her vision, either surgically or by external means such as spectacles
or contact lenses. An additional problem is the fact that the eye characteristics present large
inter-individual variability, which means that the models need to be highly customizable.
Thus, the ability to accurately predict the in vivo performance of constantly changing ocular
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parameters has many obvious advantages over theoretical computer models, with the goal
of reducing the time, cost, and uncertainty involved in efforts to improve visual quality.
For these reasons, there has been an increase in the development of physical models of
the eye in the last decades, in order to conduct preliminary tests (bench testing) of image
formation capabilities of optical devices for physiological applications. This interest was
boosted by the increased complexity of the design in recent years.

An optomechanical eye model (OME), sometimes called optomechanical artificial
eye model (OMAE), or physical artificial eye model, is a customizable system that tries
to mimic the anatomy and function of the human eye in vitro. Various efforts had been
made to build realistic physical eye models. While initial devices were based mainly on
the well-known Gullstrand reduced eye model [1], nowadays, eye models are way more
complex, detailed and varied. Eye models are widely used as benchmarks to evaluate the
performance of spectacles, contact lens (CLs) and intraocular lenses (IOLs), and are also
used to test and calibrate optical measurement devices, new surgical interventions and for
use in research studies.

Besides the fields of physiological optics, optometry, ophthalmology or biomedical
engineering, the global mass production industry has taken advantage of the advances in
artificial vision capability to assist in quality control, as well as other parts of the production,
storage and delivery processes. This is usually conducted with devices developed for
other purposes, which might provide high imaging performance capabilities, but are not
intended to reproduce the visual capabilities of the human eye. Additionally, there are
tasks that still require the intervention of a human observer to analyze if the products carry
defects that could be detected by a human observer. Using the same automatic processes
comes with the risk of over-detecting failures that would be never detected by a human
observer. Therefore, there is a growing interest to use eye models that can mimic the
imaging characteristics of the human eye to replace human observers in tedious processes
that require human intervention.

The present review summarizes some of the physical artificial eye models developed
in the field of physiological optics to test and mimic the human vision conditions and the
effect of artificial devices to compensate vision problems or to test the effects of surgical
interventions. Considering that the main applications are in the domain of physiological
optics and biomedical engineering connected with applications in the field of visual optics,
optometry and ophthalmology, a literature review was conducted using the “PubMed”
database as the main source, complemented by searches in different patent databases.
Only publications in the English language were considered, despite eye models in other
languages having also been found [2]. An additional search was performed for components
that may be useful for use in eye models, mainly tunable lenses to mimic the crystalline
lens activity or curved sensors to emulate the retinal shape. Although only in vitro physical
models are considered, some schematic theoretical models will also be mentioned, when
necessary, since they are important references for physical models. Among the artificial eye
models reviewed, the main focus is on the subset of devices for human vision applications,
while briefly mentioning devices for other applications.

A total of 70 articles and eight patents were found, and are listed in Table 1. If the same
eye model is presented in more than one publication involving approximately the same
research team, the most relevant one will be preferred, while still mentioning the related
publications. After excluding those that were not related to applications in human vision,
a total of 13 articles and four patents were selected for a deeper analysis. Nonetheless,
the remaining publications will also be considered, but in less detail.
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Table 1. Publications involving physical eye models considered in this review. Patented inventions
are at the end of the table. Publications considered relevant for human vision applications are
highlighted in bold.

Publication (Year) Reference

Gliddon (1929) [3]
Arell (1978) [4]
Heath (1987) [5]
Rudnicka (1992) [6]
Oshika (1996) [7]
Pujol (1998) [8]
Moreno-Barriuso (2000) [9]
Trinavarat (2001) [10]
Dubbelman (2001) [11]
Barry (2001) [12]
Pieh (2002) [13]
Holladay (2002) [14]
Cheng (2003) [15]
Barbero (2003) [16]
Letfullin (2005) [17]
Rawer (2005) [18]
Kawamorita (2005) [19]
Gobbi (2006) [20]
Galetskiı̆ (2006) [21]
De Castro (2007) [22]
Norrbi (2007) [23]
Fernández (2007) [24]
Artigas (2007) [25]
Choi (2008) [26]
Terwee (2008) [27]
Campbell (2008) [28]
Eppig (2008) [29]
Barcik (2008) [30]
Maxwell (2009) [31]
McKelvie (2009) [32]
Pieh (2009) [33]
Shen (2009) [34]
Goncharov (2009) [35]
Eppig (2009) [36]
Bakaraju (2010) [37]
Inoue (2011) [38]
Birkner (2011) [39]
Ohnuma (2011) [40]
Kim (2011) [41]
Petelczyc (2011) [42]
Pepose (2012) [43]
Montés-Micó (2012) [44]
Ackermann (2013) [45]
Arianpour (2013) [46]
Gatinel (2013) [47]
Drauschke (2013) [48]
Ruiz-Alcocer (2014) [49]
Carson (2014) [50]
Liang (2014) [51]
Xie (2014) [52]
Fung (2015) [53]
Förster (2015) [54]
Santiago-Alvarado (2015) [55]
Vega (2015) [56]
Esteve-Taboada (2015) [57]
Yusuf (2015) [58]
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Table 1. Cont.

Publication (Year) Reference

Guerra (2015) [59]
Domínguez-Vicent (2015) [60]
Mao (2016) [61]
Petsch (2016) [62]
Winter (2016) [63]
Coughlan (2017) [64]
Son (2017) [65]
Alba-Bueno (2017) [66]
Al-Mohamedi (2018) [67]
Petelczy (2019) [68]
Gu (2020) [69]
Regal (2020) [70]
Chae (2020) [71]
Wang (2021) [72]
Schneider (1996) * [73]
Schneider (1997) * [74]
Ohnuma (1999) * [75]
Sheehy (2002) * [76]
Altmann (2003) * [77]
Yamaguchi (2006) * [78]
Niven (2006) * [79]
Ehrmann (2014) * [80]

* Inventions described in patent applications.

Before discussing the different eye models, the different model types and their main
applications are summarized in the next section. Later, a general overview of the basic
components included in an artificial model is presented, followed by a debate on how
they are assembled. A discussion section includes a general overview of the performance,
advantages and disadvantages of the different devices presented, as well as some guidelines,
suggestions, and personal comments about physical eye models.

2. Physical Eye Models and Their Applications

Based on theoretical simulations, Gliddon (1929) [3] showed that it was possible to
build an optical replica of the human eye for the study of the retinal image. The replica
consisted of a copper cell which could be filled with fluid, included a movable mount
with a glass retina, replaceable diaphragms to mimic the iris and pupil, double-shell glass
lenses with water in between, to model the cornea and crystalline lens, that were placed
in magnetic holders that could be moved so that the cornea or lens, or both, could be
tipped and decentered. The model was tested on a bench, and the image at the retinal glass
was examined with the help of an objective and an eyepiece. This eye model was very
detailed for the time it was constructed, and included many of the foundations of modern
eye models.

Other eye models followed. In 1978, Arell and Kolari [4] constructed a low-cost
adjustable artificial eye model with approximately the real focal length, to use as an
object in direct and indirect ophthalmoscopy, as a laboratory experiment for medical and
biology students.

In 1987, Heath and collaborators [5] wanted to map distortions associated with oph-
thalmic lenses. They created a device that consisted of a pinhole camera and a lens holder,
where an ophthalmic lens could be placed. The lens mount was designed to include various
pantoscopic tilt positions and also allowed for horizontal and vertical rotation around a
point to simulate the lens/eye relation when the eye position is changed. The pinhole cam-
era represented the human eye, while its thin film could be viewed as the retina. Despite
not being sophisticated and requiring prolonged light exposure, this simple device was one
of the first eye model precursors to make it possible to capture and record a retinal image.
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In 1992, Rudnicka et al. [6] constructed a physical eye model based on the Bennett and
Rabbetts schematic eye [81]. It incorporated a cornea, a lens, and a spherical fundus. The
vitreous chamber depth could be precisely varied to produce axial ametropia from −11D to
−17D [6]. The optical performance of the model eye was tested with a refractometer, and
then the device was used to investigate the relationship between the actual size of a fundus
feature and its photographic image in two different fundus cameras.

Still in 1992, Portney [82] presented a method for in vitro IOL inspection, by showing
theoretically that a wet eye cell can be designed to be optically equivalent to theoretical
eye models. The cell model used was a combination of a wet-cell with a conjugation lens
to act as the cornea. A wet-cell is typically a transparent glass cuvette filled with water,
where an IOL is immersed for analysis. The use of water cells to evaluate IOLs had been
previously described by Holladay [8,9], and is currently a widely popular technique for
this application, existing several in vitro eye models based on them.

Today, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 11979-2 [83] for evalu-
ation of imaging quality of IOLs provides a model eye with an essentially aberration-free
artificial cornea. It consists of a wet-cell with two parallel glass plates made of BK7 glass,
which are filled with saline solution with refraction index of 1.336 (546.1 nm) at 35 ◦C
(optional heating) [84]. Several artificial eye models are based on this standard, and some
will be mentioned later in this review. A more recent version of the same ISO standard
introduced an alternative cornea with spherical aberration, to better mimic the human
eye [85].

Artificial eye models have been used for various types of applications. The most
common is to evaluate lenses, mainly IOLs, but also CLs or spectacles. Eye models are also
widely used for the validation and calibration of ophthalmic equipment. Another type of
applications is the evaluation of measurement methods applied to ophthalmology, and the
in vitro testing of new surgical treatments.

Another great interest of using physical eye models is to simulate/model selected
optical characteristics of the natural eye, for research applications. For example, there
have been reported applications to simulate eye measurements in a controlled in vitro
environment, to model function such as accommodation, and to simulate human vision
under various optical conditions, such as when driving at night, reading text, or recognizing
objects. Finally, eye models have also been used for teaching and education purposes, and
for potential use in optical design. Table 2 summarizes the main applications of each device
presented in this review. This does not mean that the devices are not fit for other uses, but
only that these are their intended applications as reported in the publications reviewed.

Table 2. Main applications of physical eye models, as reported in the publications reviewed.

Application Literature References

Evaluate intraocular lenses: [7,10,13,14,16–20,22,23,25–33,38,41,43,44,47–
50,56,60,65,66,68,71,73–75,77,80]

Evaluate spectacles/contact lenses: [5,17,37,38,42,74–77,80]

Evaluate ophtalmic equipment: [6,15,17,24,34,35,53,59,64,67,78–80]
Evaluate measurement methods: [9,11,12,22,39,52,58,59,61,72,80]
Evaluate treatments: [45,70]

Modeling optical conditions: [3,6,8,17,21,30,37,40,46,48,64,80]
Simulate human visual conditions: [26,45,54,66]

Modeling accomodation: [24,51,54,55,57,62,63]
Modeling other eye behaviour [17,21,54,55,69]

Research/optical design: [3,6,35,46,51,64]
Teaching purposes: [4]
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Eye models for non-optical applications, such as dummy eye models for surgical train-
ing, to evaluate eye tracking devices, to validate ultrasound measurements, or to simulate
eye movements, will not be considered in this review (see, for example, refs. [86–90]).

3. Measurement Modalities of Eye Models

Considering only the physical eye models for optical-related applications, they can
be divided into six main measurement modalities: wavefront measurements; single-pass
measurements; double-pass measurements; Scheimpflug or Purkinje imaging; fundus
imaging and retinoscopy; and biometry and optical coherence tomography (OCT) mea-
surements. Other non-optical modalities, such as ultrasound measurements (Ref. [52]
reported ultrasound biomicroscopy for device characterization, and a dummy eye model
for ultrasound biometry is commercially available at [90]), thermal measurements [70],
or mechanical and structural characterizations [55], will not be considered in this review,
unless the model itself presents relevant features related to optical measurements. Table 3
organizes the main modalities of the respective devices mentioned in this review. Some
devices are “multi-modal”, and more than one measurement modality was reported in the
respective publications [28,35,37,41,42,48,52,55,64,70,72,80].

Table 3. Optical measurement modalities used on the devices included in this review, as reported
by the respective publications. The purpose of such measurements could be either related to the
main goal of the research study, or just for the optical characterization of the device, prior to its
intended use.

Optical Principles Used Literature References

Wavefront measurements: [9,15,17,21,23,24,28,32,34,35,37,41,44,48,59,64]
Double-pass measurements: * [6,8,9,35,42,57,59,72]

Single-pass measurements: [3,5,7,9,13,14,16,18–20,25–31,33,37,40–43,45–51,54–
56,60,62,65,66,68–71]

Fundus imaging and retinoscopy [4,6,38,52,53,58,63]
Scheimpflug/Purkinje imaging: [11,12,22]
Optical biometry and OCT [39,52,61,67,72]
Other: [10,52,70,76]

* Excluding wavefront measurements.

This review is focused on the devices used for single-pass complex scene imaging,
which are the ones most associated with human vision applications. The next sub-sections
briefly discuss the optical modalities and respective eye models existent in literature. The
following section focuses on human vision.

3.1. Double-Pass Measurements

The double-pass (DP) technique is a half-century-old method based in the recording
of the retinal image after passing twice through the ocular media, i.e., before and after
retinal reflection. This method provides accurate estimates of the eye’s image quality, in the
form of metrics such as the modulation transfer function (MTF) or the optical transfer
function (OTF), which gives information on the overall optical performance of the eye,
including all the optical defects involved in retinal image degradation, such as diffraction,
aberrations, and scattering [91]. This method is particularly powerful in evaluating many
of the conditions that especially affect scattering, but is now less popular for wavefront
measurements.

While most eye measurements involve the light to pass twice through the eye, in
a double-pass experiment, both passes provide information about the eye optics. Mea-
surements such as fundus imaging only use information from the second pass, and some
wavefront measurements are double-pass, while others are second-pass (such as HS aber-
rometry). This section includes only methods that rely on both passes and do not involve
wavefront measurements (discussed in the next sub-section), focusing instead on measures
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such as the MTF. In addition, only when light is reflected by the retina surface is it con-
sidered a double-pass. Scheimpflug and Purkinje reflections are therefore not considered
as such.

Eye models for double-pass measurements are characterized by the use of a camera
sensor which is located usually outside and in front of the eye (mirrors are used when that
is not possible), in order to capture a retinal image that was reflected back to outside the eye.
As in wavefront measurements, the retina is also commonly a diffuse reflector. The model
previously described by Rudnicka et al. [6] was characterized using autorefractometry,
despite this was not its main purpose. The eye model described by Pujol et al. [8] consisted
of a simple setup using an achromatic lens as the cornea and a diffuser which could rotate
in order to avoid the influence of speckle. Additional lenses with no spherical power
and different cylindrical powers were applied to evaluate astigmatism based on cross-
cylinder examination methods. The model of García-Guerra [59] previously mentioned
double-pass techniques that are also used. The patent by Niven [79] described an eye
model for development purposes, with an orange acrylic endcap for use with double-pass
measurements. Another simple model was built by Goncharov et al. [35] to measure
wavefront aberrations through double-pass experiments using an interferometer, whose
data would be used to fit theoretical eye models, in an inverse optical design approach.

3.2. Wavefront Measurements

Wavefront measurements have gained increasing popularity in the last two decades for
measuring ocular optical aberrations, as they can objectively characterize the properties of
optical systems, including the human eye that is physiological aberrated by the shape of the
refractive surfaces. Such aberrations affect the image quality and the visual performance.
Additionally, several corrective and surgical interventions further modify the aberration
wavefront properties of the eye. Probably the most well-known wavefront sensor is the
Hartmann-Shack (HS) sensor, present in most clinical aberrometers. The main drawback of
wavefront sensors is the lack of information on scattering [91].

Being an increasingly popular technique, it is expected that there are quite a few
artificial eye models related with wavefront measurements. The main characteristic of
these models is the retinal surface, which is usually a diffuser that can often rotate in order
to avoid speckle noise and destroy the spatial coherence of input light. The light source is
typically a laser, while the measurement equipment is typically the Hartmann-Shack (HS)
sensor. The analysis often consists in the wavefront reconstruction quantitative characteri-
zation of aberrations, and evaluation of metrics such as Zernike or Seidel coefficients.

Eye models have been used together with wavefront measurements in order to validate
wavefront measuring devices [15,78], for adaptative optics testing using HS sensors [24],
or to evaluate ophthalmic lens [32,41,44,77]. These models are usually designed in such
a way it is easy to add and control aberrations. For example, Yamaguchi et al. [78] used
a phase plate for that purpose, while [24] used a tunable crystalline lens, and Letfullin
et al. [17] and Galetskiı̆ et al. [21] used biomorph mirrors to reproduce aberrations and
their temporal dynamics in real time. More minimalistic models have also been used,
such as by Shen et al. [34] or Guerra et al. [59]. The latter used a combination of data
obtained from double-pass and HS measurements to perform estimations of aberrations
and scattering in the human eye. The complete model of Bakaraju et al. [37] also allowed a
mode for wavefront measurements using a COAS aberrometer, and will be described in a
later section. Norrby et al. [23] also presented wavefront measurements using his device.
Esteve-Taboada et al. [57] and Drauschke et al. [48] also used wavefront measurements,
but only to characterize the eye model aberrations. Moreno-Barriuso et al. [9] used a set of
models where HS wavefront measurements were compared with laser ray-tracing (LRT)
methods, in both a single-pass and a double-pass manner.

A model that is more detailed was built by Campbell [28]. It was designed to investi-
gate whether wavefront measurements obtained in eyes that have implanted multifocal
IOLs gave reliable guidance on creating laser refractive surgical treatments to remove
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residual refractive error from those eyes. This system allowed for both HS or single-pass
measurements, by exchanging a painted surface retina by a glass window connected to a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera through a microscope. However, the latter was used
only to set the system for emmetropia with the help of a Badal optometer, by adjusting the
length of the eye until the best point spread was observed with the camera system. Then,
the transparent window was replaced by the solid retina for the aberration measurements.
A schematic representation of this device is in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A cross-sectional view of the eye model used by Campbell. The IOL being tested is shown
suspended from its haptics in the pupil disk just as it is in a human eye. Journal of Refractive Surgery
2008;24(3):308–311 ([28]). Originally published by and reprinted with permission from SLACK
Incorporated.

Wavefront measurements were also performed in reverse direction, using a light source
at the level of the retina and the sensor in front of the eye. These measurements are typically
called second-pass measurements. Esteve-Taboada et al. [57] designed an opto-mechanical
artificial eye for second-pass aberrometer measurements, with the purpose of avoiding the
disadvantages of double-pass measurements. A near infrared (NIR) light emitting diode
(LED) was used together with a diffuser, to function as an active retina. A diaphragm
centered with respect to the rest of the device’s optical components made it possible to
limit the amount of light emitted by the retina. The device also had accommodative
ability through the use of a lens with an electronically variable focal length, to control the
refractive state of the device. A second diaphragm iris (artificial pupil) was added just
after the variable lens to acts as the aperture diaphragm of the system (Figure 2). If desired,
a wet-cell with an IOL could be placed inside, near the artificial pupil. A commercial HS
aberrometer was used to characterize the aberrations of the system.
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional rendering of the device used by Esteve-Taboada et al. For a description
of its components, see text. Optics Express 2015, 23, 19396 ([57]). Originally published by and
reprinted with permission from Optica Publishing Group.

Coughlan et al. [64] presented an opto-mechanical artificial eye that could be used
for examining multi-wavelength ophthalmic instruments. The model was based on the
schematic eye of Escudero-Sanz and Navarro [92]. The retina was modeled with a semi-
transparent disc and field-stop, and its design offered two modes of operation: HS aberrom-
etry to measure longitudinal chromatic aberration and the possibility of inducing refractive
error, for on-axis testing; and second-pass measurements, by back-illuminating the retinal
surface and using a CMOS detector, to investigate off-axis chromatic aberration. Due to
the ability of performing second-pass measurements on the eye model, the authors said it
had a “dispersive design”. The invention described by Altmann et al. [77] also mentions
back-illumination.

3.3. Single-Pass Measurements

Single-pass measurements would be the most desired modality for most applications,
as they are simpler and have less limitations compared to double-pass measurements,
because there is not the problem of specular reflections occurring in the different refractive
surfaces. Unfortunately, these measurements are not realistic, as they require measuring
light at the retinal surface, which is not possible in vivo with human eyes. The only single-
pass measurement we can do in vivo today is still our own natural retinal processing.
Therefore, eye models offer a great tool for this purpose, as we can freely implement a CCD
camera or other sensor in the artificial eye. For this reason, it is not surprising that eye
models aimed at single-pass models are the ones most commonly reported in literature
(Table 2).

The most common performance metric to be measured using the single-pass technique
is the modulation transfer function (MTF), which is determined by using the magnitude of
the Fourier domain analysis. It reveals how different spatial frequencies are handled by
the optical system, and can be measured directly via a cross-target or point-/spot-target
to obtain the line or the point spread function (LSF, PSF) resulting from imaging a thin
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line or point of light, respectively [84]. This can be done using trans-illuminated frequency
charts (MTF tests), such as the ones referred to by the ISO standards [83], or punctual light
sources, such light-emitting-diodes (LED) or lasers, often collimated and filtered. More
comprehensive analysis is obtained distinguishing between the sagittal and tangential
MTFs, using targets with different orientations [57]. Other types of test include the 1951
United States Air Force (USAF) and Snellen charts, while other cases have used the Sloan
letters instead [41].

One of the earliest physical models for single-pass measurements was used by Oshika
and Shiokawa [1], in order to assess the effect of soft acrylic IOLs folding procedures on
MTF and resolving power [7]. The model eye was based on Gullstrand’s exact schematic
eye. The MTF and resolving power were measured under veiling glare light.

The vast majority of single-pass eye models have been used in bench measurements to
evaluate IOLs, using the 1999 ISO specifications described before [83]. They can follow this
standard strictly [14,18,19,25,29,43,47,49,60,65], or implement slight modifications, namely
by using modified corneas to better represent the human cornea or simulate various
aberration conditions [13,27,29,31,33,43,50,56,68,71]. Indeed, the most recent iteration of
the ISO standard (2014) introduced a new cornea with similar modifications [85]. Figure 3
presents a typical optical bench setup using a wet-cell model to evaluate IOLs ([50]). A
microscope is often used to magnify the image at a transparent retinal surface and forward
it to a CCD used to produce the retinal images. Figure 4 presents a typical schematic
representation of such a configuration ([25]).
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sity, radiation levels, etc. 

Regal et al. [70] developed an optomechanical eye model phantom by combining op-
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the eye model configuration used by Artigas et al, based on the
ISO standards. Journal of Cataract and Refractive Surgery 2007, 33, 2111–2117 ([25]). Originally
published by and reprinted with permission from Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, Inc.Norrby et al. [23]
created and implemented one of their theoretical models as a physical device for MTF measurements
(Figure 5). It seemed very simple and had the interesting characteristic of being packed into a very
small enclosure, which could easily fit in different experimental setups. A CCD camera and suitable
relay optics would simulate what the patient sees. The authors also mentioned the possibility of
modifying it for wavefront measurements by using a diffusing retina, suggesting it could be used
both for wavefront and single-pass measurements. Other single-pass models have been presented
before as multi-modal cases [23,28]. Additional single-pass models for image formation will be
presented in a later section dedicated to human vision.
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Figure 5. Photograph of the device used by Norrby et al.: (Left) individual parts; (Right) fully assem-
bled device. An interesting feature of this eye model is the fact it is all its components are compacted
into a small enclosure, whose size resembles a real eye. Applied Optics 2007, 46, 6595–6605 ([23]).
Originally published by and reprinted with permission from Optica Publishing Group.

There are also single-pass techniques that do not involve the formation of a retinal
image. Sheehy et al. [76] described in a patent application an artificial human eye, around
6.5 times the size of a natural eye, for testing the effectiveness of protective eyewear against
harmful radiation (e.g., laser, ultraviolet rays, etc.). A transparent or translucent image plane
functioned as the retina, which could be connected to a CCD, an optometer, a radiometer,
etc. Radiation intensity could then be quantified, by analyzing pixel intensity, radiation
levels, etc.

Regal et al. [70] developed an optomechanical eye model phantom by combining
optical light propagation and thermal characteristics, to provide a system for accurately
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modeling the effects of laser surgery. This model was mainly composed of a main body
and ancillary optical components, and a tunable microfluidic iris, and was fabricated using
a 3D printed holder and modified polydimethylsiloxane. It also included a cornea, lens,
ciliary body, sclera, and phosphate buffered saline (BSS) emulating aqueous and vitreous
humors. A LED light source was mounted in the stand 1 mm in front of the cornea and
directed into the iris for optical single-pass measurements. A concave depression in the
center of the design simulated the retina at the back of the eye, where a photodiode was
located for single-pass optical measurements performed for different angles, to compute
the transmissibility of the pupil. Thermal measurements were also performed and will be
detailed later in a dedicated sub-section.

Other single-pass techniques involve laser ray-tracing (LRT). Such an example is
presented by Moreno-Barriuso et al. [9]. Another case is presented by Barbero et al. [16],
where a model with a camera objective as the cornea and a diffuser surface was placed at
the focal plane, acting as the retina. Aerial images were captured by a camera for a ray
optics analysis. To avoid speckle noise in the aerial images, laser exposure times were
increased while the diffuser was moved vertically. Wave aberrations were computed from
the images. Eppig et al. [36] used single-pass ray-tracing to assess the effect of decentration
and tilt on the image quality of aspheric IOL designs in a model eye. The model was based
on the Liou-Brennan model eye [93], and included a pupil decentered nasally by 0.50 mm,
resulting in a visual axis, which is tilted by 5 degrees (“kappa”) relative to the optical axis.
The model also incorporated slight crystalline lens decentration (approximately 0.50 mm
temporally) and tilt (<5 degrees relative to the line of sight), which showed good agreement
with previous phakometric measurements. The wet-cell-based model of Terwee et al. [27]
also included a simple qualitative ray-tracing analysis, by making the light path visible in
the liquid behind the lens by adding 0.1 g/L of milk powder. Images were then taken with
a digital camera through a surgical microscope and the presence of a near and far focus
was assessed.

Of course, even single-pass eye models have their own limitations. The MTF and PSF
techniques assume the eye as a linear optical system, and the retina is not spatially linear.
A sensor such as a CCD or a CMOS assumes a uniform density along the entire sensing
surface. This should be fine whenever the measurements are applied at the fovea region
where the density of photoreceptors is the highest. On the other hand, in peripheral regions
this linearity is lost and the image quality degrades with eccentricity.

3.4. Fundus Imaging and Retinoscopy

In this section, the eye models for measurements such as fundus ophthalmoscopy
and retinoscopy are included. These methods are based in the observation of the retinal
surface illuminated by external light. Despite the light passing twice through the optics of
the eye, only the light coming from the illuminated retina provides information about its
optics. Therefore, these techniques are not exactly double-pass. Rudnicka et al. [6] used
their eye model to investigate the relationship between the actual size of a fundus feature
and its photographic image in two different fundus cameras using fundus photography.
The model presented in Inoue et al. [38] glued a 1951 United States Air Force (USAF) test
target to the posterior surface of a model eye, based on Gullstrand’s model [1], and then
the model eye was filled with balanced salt solution (BSS). The contrasts of the gratings
were evaluated under endo-illumination. Similarly, Xie et al. [52] 3D printed an eye model
based on Navarro’s eye [92], and glued angle scale bars from posterior to periphery of the
posterior surface of the enclosure, filled with BSS, for fundus viewing studies (Figure 6).
In the eyes developed by Fung et al. [53] and Yusuf et al. [58], a spherical model based
on Gullstrand’s model of the human eye was used to evaluate fundal field-of-view of the
lens of different equipment of ultra-wide field retinal imaging, such as ultra-wide field
fundus fluorescein angiography. The posterior internal surface was marked with reference
grids and infrared reflectance images of the. In the eye model by Winter et al. [63], an on-
axis aligned model eye was used to measure the transverse chromatic aberration (TCA)
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across the visual field of the human eye objectively, using an adaptive optics scanning
laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) system using infrared (IR) light. These measurements
were also performed in a second-pass setup. The model of Arell and Kolari previously
mentioned [4] was used as an object in direct and indirect ophthalmoscopy where the retina
was a slide with a picture of an arrow. The retina could also be back-illuminated, to make
observation easier.
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Figure 6. (Top) Detailed photographs of Xie et al. eye model. (Bottom) Photographs of fundus
pictures of the angle bars photographed under 128D lens, 60D lens, and 60D lens imaged through the
eye model. PLoS ONE 2014, 9, e109373 ([52]). Originally published by and reprinted with permission
from PLoS ONE.

3.5. Scheimpflug and Purkinje Imaging

The use of artificial model eyes to evaluate Scheimpflug and Purkinje modalities
is way simpler than for other applications, as these models do not need to include the
posterior segment of the eye, i.e., the vitreous chamber and the retina. Dubbelman and
Van der Heijde [11] developed a simple physical eye model to validate a procedure that
used Scheimpflug imaging to evaluate the crystalline lens in aging humans. The device
included a cornea, and a biconvex lens immersed in water to work as the crystalline
lens, which could also be translated relatively to the cornea. De Castro et al. [22] used a
similar device to measure tilt and decentration of IOLs using Scheimpflug and Purkinje
imaging systems. The IOLs would be placed at the position of the crystalline lens, and
could be translated and rotated to simulate various in vivo conditions. Figure 7 shows a
schematic representation of the device used by De Castro, a photograph of it and images
acquired from both modalities from the same device. Another reference to Purkinje image
measurements using eye models is described in Barry et al. [12], where six physical eye
models were built for ophtalmo-phakometric measurements of ocular radius and curvature.
The eye models were based on Le Grand’s schematic eye [94], with varying combinations
of corneal and crystalline lens parameters, and the design was previously described In [95].
Briefly, each model included a cornea and a crystalline lens, mounted on a brass body of
four segments that formed an enclosure which was filled with distilled water.
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3.6. Optical Biometry and OCT

In this sub-section, eye models used for dimensional measurements, such as biometry
and OCT imaging, are discussed. Despite Xie et al. [52] using biometry and OCT measure-
ments in their eye device, these were only for characterization purposes, and will not be
detailed further.

The only physical model found to evaluate optical coherence tomography (OCT)
measurements was described by Wang et al. [72], which developed a tool for retinal OCT
instrument calibration. The model comprised a doublet lens, a single filament, a piece of
glass plate and a microsphere-embedded phantom. The rear surface was marked with
concentric circles and served as a retina to measure the angular field-of-view (FOV). An
empty chamber between the small plane of the second lens and the first surface of the glass
plate was used to measure the depth scaling of the OCT, while the small flat surface on
the peak of the second lens was used to test the signal to noise ratio (SNR). The single
filament with 125 µm diameter was used to check the co-alignment of preview and OCT
scan. The phantom with microspheres could test both the lateral and axial resolution.
Figure 8 presents an OCT B-scan acquired using the eye model.
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Regarding biometry applications, some examples were found. Birkner et al. [39]
created an eye model to evaluate biometric measurements inside the model eye using
a two-wavelength Fourier domain low-coherence interferometer. The test subject was a
model eye, including a rigid polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) contact lens (CL) as the
cornea, a commercial biconvex lens as the crystalline lens, and a reflecting surface as the
retina. The cornea–lens and cornea–retina distances could be adjusted. The device was
filled with water. The refractive index of the bulbus was calculated using the known length
and refractive index of the crystalline lens and the measured optical length of the bulbus
without the lens. A similar eye model was used by Al-Mohamedi et al. [67] to compare
and evaluate three different swept-source interferometers for eye length biometry. It also
had a PMMA hard CL cornea, an IOL as the crystalline lens, and a diffuser as the retina.
The interior was filled with water. Mao et al. [61] used a model eye (OEMI-7, Ocular1
Instruments Inc., Bellevue, WA, USA) to validate OCT full eye biometry. The model eye
was made of PMMA, and the model crystalline lens was replaced with the IOL. Saline
solution was used to fill the model’s anterior chamber and vitreous chamber. The enclosure
seemed to be painted to make it opaque.

3.7. Other Modalities

In this sub-section, the cases that did not fit in any of the categories previously dis-
cussed, but which were still interesting enough to include in this review, are discussed.

Physical eye models have also been developed for radiation safety studies. Sheehy
et al. [76] described one such device in a patent invention, as seen previously. Trinavarat
and Atchaneeyasakul [10] created an eye model to simulate the condition of foldable
IOLs in the capsular bag and evaluate laser damage in order to choose appropriate laser
energy levels for posterior capsulotomy. Each IOL was sandwiched between two rubber
membranes, to act as the posterior capsule and anterior capsulotomy. The model was then
submerged in a water-filled chamber. The front part of the chamber had a transparent
aperture similar to a very archaic cornea through which a laser beam would be applied.
The laser used was a Nd:YAG laser. As an interesting fact, this is the only eye model found
to consider the lens capsule.

Alvarado et al. [55] created a tunable opto-mechatronic system to mimic the focusing
and regulation of illumination in the formation of images made by the human eye. The
main features of this system were the automatic control of the pupil size and crystalline
lens power, in a biomimetic fashion. However, what distinguishes this model is the fact that
it could adapt the pupil size from the intensity of incident light. A solid elastic lens (SEL)
made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mimicked the crystalline lens, with parameters
based on one of Navarro’s eye models [96]. An automatic diaphragm simulated the iris
of the human eye and a light sensor made it possible to control the diaphragm through a
control software module. The SEL was also controlled electronically. A characterization of
the system was performed with standard values of luminosity of the human eye, to calibrate
and to validate the entrance illumination levels to the overall optical system, though the
diaphragm. A finite element modeling and mechanical analysis of the system controlling
the SEL were also performed. Despite it is not explicitly stated, a CCD camera could also be
included for single-pass measurements (as shown in a scheme of the device). As a side note,
the authors of this review cannot be sure if this system was actually constructed, or just
computationally modeled. For that reason, it was included in this subsection.

Finally, as stated before, Regal et al. [70] also performed thermal measurements with
their eye model. This was done using an 850 nm continuous wave infrared laser diode and
a thermal camera installed on the test bench, pointing to the back of the physical model.
Thermal measurements were performed on the retina surface and on the back of the ciliary
body. For these measurements, the vitreous chamber was filled only with air, as it was not
possible to include the vitreous humor since the main structure had to be removed for the
ciliary body measurements.
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4. Eye Models for Human Vision

In the previous sub-sections, several single-pass models were presented, most of them
able to simulate a retinal image under different optical conditions. In this section, a sub-
class of such models is presented that includes cases particularly relevant for the field of
human vision simulation. The devices presented here will be discussed in additional detail.

The eye has to detect and resolve objects in the visual field, and different parts of the
retina are responsible for that. The human visual system capacity depends strongly on
environmental conditions. As such, it is of interest to artificially simulate various situations
our visual system faces, such as our ability to recognize and track objects under different
illumination conditions. Here, dynamics such as accommodation, which affects the quality
of the image obtained, or the pupil diameter, which affects the illuminance, have a high
impact in image formation, as they determine the contrast and brightness of the features
present in the image.

In addition, beyond a static centered image formation system capable of recording the
on-axis image for posterior analysis, which is already provided by several physical eye
models, it should be possible to record images off-axis in order to provide a complete field
of view. While the central part of the retina is able to resolve fine details and perceive colors,
peripheral areas beyond the 20 degrees of the visual field are good at detecting moving
objects, blinking lights, or contrast thresholds, but not at recognizing shapes, resolving
details or perceiving colors. Unfortunately, off-axis features are still a rarity in physical
eye models.

One significant challenge for the visual system occurs under night driving condi-
tions when the pupil aperture is more dilated and the system exposed to stronger optical
aberrations. It is also common for the driver to face bright sources of light that can easily
temporarily blind a part of the visual field. These challenges are more critical in drivers
with pathological conditions, wearing corrective optical devices or undergone surgical
procedures. Choi and Schwiegerling [26] used a wet-cell-based eye model to measure the
optical performance of some specific IOLs, and simulate night driving conditions. The
artificial eye had both the average spherical aberration and chromatic aberration levels
found in the human eye. The illumination system consisted of a white light source and a
condenser lens, and a filter wheel with multiple narrow pass filters was inserted into the
illumination path to select various wavelength bands across the visible spectrum. A narrow
slit was mounted on a translation stage and placed at the front focal plane of a Badal lens.
A CCD camera captured the image produced by the eye system. The polychromatic MTF
for the lenses was calculated from the images by examining the blurring of the slit beam. In
addition to that, the model eye was also used as a portable device to photograph nighttime
driving scenes for a qualitative evaluation, as seen in Figure 9.

Alba-Bueno et al. [66] used a wet-cell configuration based on the ISO specifications to
examine and assess the halos generated in distance vision by multifocal IOLs. To determine
the halo diameter and its relative intensity, they used a pinhole illuminated by a narrow-
band green LED. The artificial cornea used induced a similar amount of spherical aberration
in the IOL plane as the average human cornea. The image of the pinhole formed in the
plane of the distant focus of the eye model was captured with appropriate resolution by
means of a CCD camera fitted to a microscope objective. Results were compared with
psychophysical tests performed on subjects, using a glare source as input.

Schneider and Keates [73,74] described in a patent an invention to evaluate on-axis
vision through a bifocal IOL or a bifocal CL (Figure 10). It could also be used for research
applications, by recording data to images and measuring optical parameters, and adapted
to evaluate IOLs during production. The device had a cornea (which could be pressurized
as in a human eye), which could also be a CL, an IOL holder as the pupil, and could be filed
with any fluid, such as a saline solution. An attached fovea window protruded into the eye
model, to project a fovea image to an external observer for evaluation. It could translate
in two directions, allowing for off-axis visualization. The image from the fovea window
could be projected onto a film, a video camera, or similar devices for storage and analysis
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of the image. With an appropriate lens or prism arrangement, such projection could occur
simultaneously with a subject viewing the image at the fovea projector eyepiece.
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Figure 9. Night driving scene through three different multifocal IOLs, imaged through the eye model
presented by Choi at al.: (A) ReSTOR, (B) ReZoom, and (C) Tecnis ZM900 multifocal IOLs. Journal of
Refractive Surgery 2008;24(3):218–222 ([26]). Originally published by and reprinted with permission
from SLACK Incorporated.
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Ohnuma et al. [75] reported in a patent an apparatus for simulating a retinal image
obtained when an IOL was implanted in the eye, or when a CL or an eyeglass lens is
worn on with the eye. One of the embodiments was similar to a simple wet-cell setup,
where an IOL was placed for evaluation. The assembly had at least a front-end lens and a
rear-end lens, which were glass plates that created a chamber capable of holding liquid. It
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also had an aperture attached in front of the IOL. Anterior to the wet-cell, a photographic
lens assembly was used to allow a clear image to be displayed on the whole display unit.
In another embodiment, the cornea had a realistic shape, and a CL could be placed on
top of it. Distilled water or other liquid was dropped between the cornea and the CL to
simulate tears. It also included a pupil and a posterior multiple lenses system to simulate
the crystalline lens, but details were not provided about it. The sensor was a CCD or
other imaging system. Fovea images of object would be captured by the camera, and then
be evaluated.

Gobbi et al. [20] developed a small packed device to provide data on the visual
performance with monofocal IOLs, for objective comparison between IOL models and
direct correlation with the relative visual performance attainable in vivo. This model was
first described in a work to characterize the imaging properties of multifocal intraocular
lenses [97], but later re-published with additional details (Figure 11). The retina was
modeled by a lens plate (ocular fundus) with a graduated reticle on its inner surface,
connected to an optical relay using television objectives to magnify the image and forward
it to a CCD. The device was used to simulate psychophysical tests usually performed on
humans, such as visual acuity and contrast sensitivity tests at far and near distance. The
investigators took digitized samples of the image produced by the CCD camera, as well as
readings given by a masked subject looking at the same image on a television screen and
asked to identify letters on visual acuity charts and grating orientation in contrast sensitivity
patterns. Figure 12. visually depicts the imaging performance of the optomechanical eye
model, showing the digitized electronic record of the retinal image corresponding to the
projection of an ETDRS chart.
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Figure 11. Photograph of the device used by Gobbi et al. In the experimental setup, the fully
assembled eye model is on the right side of a camera objective. A cornea lens can be easily seen
attached on the right surface of the cylindrical model. Proceedings of the Ophthalmic Technologies
XIII; SPIE, Bellingham, WA, 2003; Volume 4951, p. 104 ([97]). Originally published by and reprinted
with permission from Gobbi, P.G.; Fasce, F.; Bozza, S.; Brancato, and SPIE.
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Figure 12. The imaging performance of the optomechanical eye model presented by Gobbi et al.,
showing the digitized electronic record of the retinal image corresponding to the projection of the
ETDRS chart. Journal of Cataract & Refractive Surgery 2006, 32, 643–651 ([20]). Originally published
by and reprinted with permission from Wolters Kluwer Health Inc.

Barcik et al. [30] designed an anatomically and optically equivalent bench-top model
eye, representative of the average human adult eye and suitable for testing the on- and
off-axis performance of contact, spectacle and intraocular lenses. The device resembles
a wet-cell setup, but has an opaque enclosure and seems portable enough. A rear glass
window connected to a CCD camera through a microscope emulated the retina. A contrast
analysis of image features was performed, including Siemens stars, edge images, and
sinusoidal patterns. The MTF was estimated as the ratio of Michelson contrast in the image
of sinusoidal luminance distribution to the contrast in the said distribution itself.

One of the most complete eye models so far in terms of features and measurement
modalities was built by Bakaraju et al. [37], being representative of the average human
adult eye and suitable for testing the on- and off-axis performance of contact, spectacle and
intraocular lenses. A follow-up patent by Ehrmann et al. [80] reported some additional
features, such as the retina including a photoemitter for second-pass measurements, or the
use of optic-fibers in a similar fashion as Arianpour et al. [46], while also mentioning a
wide range of potential applications, such as the evaluation of corneal re-shaping and
corrective lenses, as well as to calibrate ophthalmic instruments, or to simulate functions,
defects, pathologies, surgical modification and/or injuries of the natural eye. Applications
of the model were later reported in [98]. The model had a cornea based on the Gullstrand
model [1], where a contact lens could be placed on top (Figure 13). A special humidity
chamber with temperature control made it possible to minimize evaporation of soft contact
lenses. It also included a crystalline lens, a pupil, and a retinal surface. The anterior
and posterior chambers were filled with de-ionized, purified water. A complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) sensor was used as the retina for image quality mea-
surements, which could be rotated to cover the entire curved retinal surface. This made
it possible to assess optical quality via a logMAR chart presented on a visual display unit
positioned at a given distance from the model eye, or via single-pass measurements by
analyzing in the Fourier domain a spot image from a laser source to obtain the OTF. A
diffuse reflecting plate could also be used instead of the CMOS camera for double-pass ex-
periments via an autorefractor or wavefront aberrometer positioned in front of the eye. The
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device also included a tracking camera unit to provide information about the fit, centration
and meridional orientation of a test CL placed on the cornea.
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Figure 13. (Left) Schematic painting of the artificial eye used by Barakraju et al.; (Right) photograph
of the device. A magnified overview of the anterior chamber of the model eye shows the humidity
chamber, cornea, and sclera. The individual cornea and crystalline lens are also shown. Optics
Express 2010, 18, 16868–16882 ([37]). Originally published by and reprinted with permission from
Optica Publishing Group.

Petelczyc et al. [42] built a human presbyopic eye model based on the Gullstrand
parameterization [1] to analyze the imaging properties of the light sword optical element
(LSOE) applied as a contact lens to the presbyopic human eye. The eye included a BK7
cornea, to where the LSOE was applied. Using the constructed model and the fabricated
refractive structures, a 3D scene with objects and letters at different distances was imaged
using a CCD camera (Figure 14). A monofocal corrective lens was also used on the model,
for comparison with the LSOE.
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Ohnuma et al. [40] created a model eye to compute retinal image contrast with com-
bined correction of chromatic and spherical aberrations. It included an IOL and an artificial
cornea with human ocular longitudinal chromatic aberrations and average human spherical
aberrations. Landolt “C” optotypes were illuminated using a fluorescent light source, and
images of them were obtained using two-dimensional luminance colorimeter camera. Im-
age contrast was analyzed for each color image, in order to evaluate chromatic aberrations
associated to each type of cones.

Arianpour et al. [46,99] created a low-cost optomechanical model eye for investigation
of refractive errors in clinical and basic research studies (Figure 17). The model was also
very detailed and included a cornea, a crystalline lens which could be replaced by an
IOL, and an iris pupil. Device parameters were based on Navarro’s eye model [96]. The
more interesting feature was a fiber-optic bundle connected to a CMOS with relay optics
for image magnification, to simulate a curved retina. The device was characterized by
measuring image sharpness of a slanted edge on a black and white chart, a standard
technique for measuring the resolution of digital cameras. This also made it possible
to compute the MTF, which was compared with a ZEMAX-simulated MTF. The device
was then used to test IOLs at different distances, using images of the 1951 U.S. Air Force
resolution chart as target. Real scene images were also acquired, for qualitative analysis.

Drauschke et al. [48] created a mechanical eye model for comparison of optical and
physiological imaging properties. It consisted of a cornea lens, an iris aperture, an IOL and
an artificial retina. The space in between these components was filled with an artificial
aqueous humor with the correct optical properties. The IOL could be tilted and decentered
and a vibrational analysis was also performed to quantify displacement error or other
related errors during the mounting of the IOL. A microscope was used to project the
image from the artificial retina into the retina of a test person, for physiological image
quality measurements. A beam splitter was positioned between the artificial retina and the
microscope, allowing also simultaneous optical image quality measurements by placing a
camera perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope. A 3D representation and a real
photography of the device, together with a schematic drawing of the measurement setup
are in Figure 15. Measurements from ISO targets charts were used to compute metrics such
as the spatial resolution, contrast, MTF, Strehl Ratio, etc., in order to characterize the system.
A HS sensor allowed the measurement of wavefront deformations and Seidel or Zernike
polynomials. The internal fluid was also characterized in terms of Sellmeier coefficients
and dispersion.

Ackermann et al. [45] used a model eye to investigate optical side-effects of femtosecond-
laser treatment in refractive surgery. This model had some features based on Bakaraju’s
model [37], but seemed simpler and more compact. The artificial cornea was a contact lens
used to simulate laser treatment, located within an indentation. A pupil and a crystalline
lens were also present. The artificial vitreous chamber could be moved by means of a
motorized translation stage, and its vertical configuration did not require the use of a
bladder like enclosure (Figure 16). A color CMOS camera beneath a glass window on the
bottom of model eye served as the artificial retina. All chambers were filled with distilled
water. Rainbow glare was investigated by means of a high-power LED, with illuminance
of 3.5 lux simulating high beams of an oncoming vehicle at night. Visual acuity was also
investigated by means of Landolt “C” rings in order to evaluate contrast sensitivity, where
a 400 W halogen floodlight was used as light source.
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Figure 15. (Top) 3D rendering and real photography of the device used by Drauschke et al.;
(Bottom) schematic painting of the measurement setup. © 2013 International Federation of Au-
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Some recent eye models started to introduce modern features such as electronic
controllable pupils and crystalline lenses. Some of such models were already presented
above ([55,57,70]), but were not relevant enough for human vision applications. Relevant
models are briefly described below.

Liang et al. [51] developed a device based on the Gullstrand model [1], which consisted
of a bionic cornea lens, a voice coil motor controlling a compression ring to compress a
bionic crystalline lens, a substrate, and a CCD sensor. By controlling the current of the voice
coil motor, the displacement of the compression ring could alter the curvature radius of the
bionic crystalline lens, thus adjusting the focal length of the whole system. Images with
text were captured under different displacement loads. The object distance was adjusted
to get a clear image on the CCD sensor and the back focal length was measured from the
CCD sensor plane to the lens frame surface facing the sensor.

Förster et al. [54] created an artificial eye to model accommodation and gaze movement.
It used an aspherical surface and diffractive optical element to model the cornea and
a tunable fluidic membrane crystalline lens, comprising an optical group and a CCD
camera. To simulate saccadic movements, a mechanical Gimbal-mounted system was used
for adjustment of the pivot axes of the optical group with respect to the camera, which
remained fixed during the image capture, thus changing the focused object. An example of
a saccade simulation is presented in Figure 18.

Petsch et al. [62] devised another biomimetic tunable imaging system using soft-matter
micro-optics. The model was mainly focused on the use of a tunable iris and a tunable
crystalline lens, whose actuators would mimic the iris and ciliary muscles. It integrated
a deformable elastomeric refractive structure whose shape was mechanically controlled
through application of strain using liquid crystal elastomer (LCE) actuators; two forms of
tunable iris, one based on optofluidics and the other on LCEs with embedded heaters; a
fixed lens arrangement; and a commercial imaging sensor chip. A Cooke triplet replaced
the cornea, and a CMOS sensor represented the retina. According to the authors, this
device represented the first fully functional, soft-matter-based tunable single-aperture
eye-like imager. An exploded view of the device is in Figure 19. The characterization of the
imaging performance comprised measurement of MTF, sharpness, depth of field (DOF),
focus position as well as qualitatively evaluable images as a function of tuning behavior
(Figure 20).
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Gu et al. [69] built an eye model with a very realistic retina. It included a front lens,
an aperture, an aluminum shell sclera, and a hemispherical perovskite nanowire array
retina, connected to liquid-metal nerve fibers to simulate the optic nerve. An ionic liquid
humor filled its interior. This eye model was capable of acquiring images with resolution
higher than a human eye.
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and reprinted with permission from Springer Nature.

5. Components of a Physical Eye Model

Despite the existence of several variations, a typical eye model has an anterior lens
system that represents the cornea, an opaque barrier (usually circular) with an aperture
to simulate the iris and the pupil, an interior lens to represent the crystalline lens, and a
posterior viewing system which corresponds to the retina. A large number of models do
not have a crystalline lens, but an IOL instead, either to mimic the crystalline lens, or for
IOL characterization. Components may be static or dynamic, the latter allowing changes
in their properties without the need for replacement. However, most devices opt for the
former option. Some eye models also allow the relative distances between components to
be changed. Most devices form open or enclosed chambers that may be filled with fluid to
model the aqueous and vitreous humors.

Of course, other components that follow the anatomy of the human eye to a lesser
degree may also be present in artificial eye models. Some include complex lens systems to
model a single eye anatomic structure [19,62,75], while others tend to simplify and model
multiple anatomic structures using a single lens [21,34,59] when additional complexity
is not needed. Components that do not belong to the eye anatomy can also be present.
For example, refs. [9,24,78] used aberrating plates to statically reproduce aberrations,
while [17,21] used flexible biomorph mirrors to dynamically reproduce aberrations. Other
models might use spatial and phase light modulators (SLM) to control the amount of
incident light and add aberration. While not directly following the anatomy of a real eye,
these components can be used to help simulating certain physiological functional features
of a real human eye or eyes with disease or undergoing surgical interventions.

In an eye model, we can distinguish between static and dynamic components. A fully
static eye model essentially comprises an aperture acting as a pupil, a system of two lenses
acting as the cornea and crystalline lens, and a diffuser or sensor acting as the retina. On the
other hand, a dynamic eye model has time-varying components, usually the pupil and/or
crystalline lens. For example, an SLM can be used to act as the pupil and also shape the
phase of the wavefront to simulate different image quality conditions, while the crystalline
lens can be an optoelectronic lens able to accurately change its optical power to simulate
shifting between near and distance focus of the human eye. Several static and dynamic
components will be discussed in the following sub-sections.
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5.1. Cornea

The cornea is the structure that provides most of the optical power to the eye. In
humans, the normal cornea has a refractive index of 1.376 at 0.589 µm [92], an average
anterior radius of curvature around 7.80 mm, a posterior radius around 6.5 mm, a thickness
ranging between 0.5 and 0.6 mm, and asphericity conic constants ranging from −0.15 to
−0.30 for both surfaces [100–104].

The cornea can be modeled by a lens, typically made of polymethylmethacrylate
PMMA (acrylic), or fused silica, with refractive indexes ranging between 1.4 and 1.5,
which are higher than the human cornea. A notable exception is the one presented by
Bakaraju et al. [37], whose fluoropolymer cornea achieved exactly 1.376, the same value
used in Gullstrand’s model [1]. Glass corneas (e.g., BK7, with a refractive index close
to 1.5) have also been used [23,35] for increased power, but these usually had a more
spherical aberration compared to PMMA [23]. Other materials have also been reported,
such as PDMS [70] and Boston XO [32], while some patents have also suggested additional
materials, such as silicone, silastic, polycarbonate, polystyrene, styrene acrylonitrile (SAN),
topaz, cyclo-olefin polymers, CR-39, amorphous polyolefin, etc. [73,74,77]. One of the first
cornea models was made of two thin glass shells, the space between filled with a liquid of
index 1.377 [3]. There have also been reports where rigid and scleral contact lenses (CLs)
were used as cornea models [11,39,45,67], while soft CLs were also mentioned [45].

The shape of the cornea lens depends on the intended application, the material used
and the surrounding material. Most authors try to replicate the anatomical function to
a certain extent, and thus choose generally a convex-concave meniscus lens, as in the
Gullstrand model [1]. The curvature radius varies between applications, but is typically
close to 7.7 mm–7.8 mm for the anterior surface and 6.4 mm–7.5 mm for the posterior surface,
while the thickness is close to 0.5 mm in most cases, allowing a good approximation to the
real eye case. However, other thicknesses are possible. For example, in [46] a thickness of
1.0 mm was used with the goal of improving the durability of the lens, without affecting
significantly the quality of the images.

Other corneal shapes have also been reported by several authors [16,27,31,54,56], who
have used double-convex (biconvex) lenses. Single surface lenses have also been used, with
convex-plano lenses being very common [15,29,33–35,40,63,64,72,85], due to the fact that
the human posterior cornea has a relatively small contribution to the overall performance,
essentially due to the small difference in refractive index between the aqueous fluid and
the cornea, and the difficulty in replicating the posterior cornea [64]. The anterior radius
in these cases is usually larger, and quite different values have been used, with extremes
ranging from 7.75 mm to 24.224 mm having been found. The thickness is also usually
larger and more variable, with values of 4.5 mm having been reported. These lenses also
usually require using a matching refracting index liquid in order to disguise the planar
surface, imposing some restrictions on the mediums used, which can be a limitation when
controlling aberrations, especially chromatic [64]. On the other hand, plano-convex lenses
are not so common, but at least one has been found [42], with a posterior radius of 16.5 mm
and a thickness of 2 mm.

Less anatomically accurate corneas also exist. For instance, the model presented in [4]
used a single zoom-objective lens as the entire optics of the device, the system described
in [21] used a lens with a focal length of 25 mm, simulating both the crystalline lens and
the cornea, andthe device in [59] consisted of a single lens that was 50 mm in focal length.
Compound lenses were also used, for example, ref. [62] used a Cooke triplet, while [19]
used a biconvex + concave–planar doublet. It is rare to find eye models with no cornea, but
some cases do indeed exist, such as [57], where the purposes of the eye models built did
not require a functional cornea.

The cornea is usually designed to have the minimal possible amount of spherical
aberration, or a specific amount of such aberration. As per the 1999 ISO 11979-2 recommen-
dations for IOL evaluation [83], an aspheric (spherical aberration-free) achromat doublet
lens (biconvex + concave-plano) has been used, and eye models based on these standards
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usually follow these specifications. However, as we have already seen, a lot of cases try to
approximate the actual asphericity of the average human eye, and the ISO cornea model
is often modified to introduce aberration. The most recent version of the ISO standard
(2014) also followed this need, and introduced an alternative convexo-planar more realistic
cornea [85].

Custom corneas may be modified as well. The anterior surface is often polished to
achieve a prolate surface and its resultant aberrations, with conic constants ranging between
−0.5 and 0 having been seen. The posterior surface is usually kept spherical. However, this
is not always the case, as spherical and oblate anterior surfaces have been used [29,30,35,40]
and aspheric posterior surfaces as well [37]. Typically, induced spherical aberration (SA)
amounts vary between around 0.1 and 0.3 µm (RMS) for the standard 6 mm entrance pupil,
which is in the physiological range. In other cases, the cornea is aberration free, as in the
1999 ISO reference, in these cases the SA values are close to zero. Other aberrations such
as coma and astigmatism are usually measured and quantified rather than quantitatively
modeled in the cornea design.

In most devices, the cornea actually corresponds to the anterior wall of the eye model,
effectively sealing it from the external environment. However, some models used corneas at
different locations. For example, refs [24,62] used their cornea lenses after the tunable lenses
representing the crystalline lens. As for mounting, the cornea may be attached to the bulk
of the device using special holders, boreholes, joints, etc., as will be discussed later. Some
configurations make it possible to position a CL on top of the cornea [37,38,45,75,77,80].
According to [45], an anterior radius of 8.6 mm for the cornea is the most appropriate to
add a standard daily wear CL. In these cases, it may be advantageous to coat the surface
of the cornea with a tear film made of drops of water, saline, or natural tears [75,77]. To
prevent evaporation of soft CLs, the cornea lens system [37,45,80] or the entire device [77]
may be placed inside a controlled temperature/humidity chamber.

Other modifications may also be applied to the cornea. For example, ref. [79] coated
the cornea lens with a dopant such as boron nitride in order to approximate the light scatter
normally found in a human cornea.

5.2. Crystalline Lens

The natural crystalline lens in the human eye has a graded refractive index ranging
from 1.38 to 1.43 [46], but this is not usually incorporated in eye models. It is a biconvex lens
with an anterior radius of curvature between around 9.0 and 11.5 mm, a posterior radius
varying between −7.0 mm and −6.0 mm, and a thickness between around 3.5 mm and
5.0 mm, depending on age and accommodation [103–107]. According to [105], the mean
change in lens thickness for up to a 5D accommodative stimulus ranges from 0.01 to
0.26 mm. Relatively to asphericities, ref. [107] found an anterior conic value close to +3.0
and a posterior conic value close to −1.5.

In the real eye, the main source of variation for defocus and spherical aberration is
the fluctuation of the crystalline lens, whose power continuously changes within small
ranges [24]. For this reason, there is a great interest in modeling different states of the
crystalline lens. We have previously seen that biomorph mirrors and aberrating plates may
be used for this purpose, but they do not represent the anatomic structure of the human
eye. A more realistic way is using dynamic crystalline lens, but in most cases, static lenses
are used instead.

Similarly to the cornea, static crystalline lenses may be made of PMMA, fused silica,
hydrogel, silicone, Boston EX [45], or another polymer [37,108]. Dimensions and refractive
indexes are usually in the physiological range, while asphericities can vary significantly
between models and be less realistic. For example, ref. [46] used an anterior radius of
10.20 mm, a posterior radius of −6.00 mm, a thickness of 4.00 mm and a uniform refractive
index of 1.420. In [64] a symmetric biconvex lens of 11.7 mm radius, a thickness of 3.6 mm,
and a refractive index of 1.517 at 589 nm, were used. The eye model presented in [37]
used two lenses with anterior radii between around 7 and 12 mm and posterior radii
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close to −6.3/−6.0 mm, both dependent on accommodation. The anterior asphericities
were also dependent on accommodation and were between −5.0 and −4.5, while the
posterior asphericities where −2.50 and −2.75. Refractive indexes were 1.429 and 1.423.
The thicknesses were also dependent on accommodation and close to 3.6–3.8 mm.

An aspheric surface design was made to minimize spherical aberrations in [46], or help
achieve a specific amount of spherical aberration in [38].

While the crystalline lens has a spatially varying refractive index, most artificial lenses
ignore this characteristic due to its high complexity and little improvement in the image
quality in static conditions [46], and thus are fabricated with a uniform index of refraction
optimized for image quality along the optical axis. Still, lenses may be designed to have a
gradient-index to mimic an actual crystalline lens [108]. Fixed focal length lenticular lenses
may also be used [37].

Various types of modifications may also be applied to the crystalline lens. For instance,
in [79] it was mentioned a doped acrylic lens for use in measurements using ultrasound
or tomography. The doping aided in visualizing its presence in optical measurements.
Portions of the lens may also be made opaque or semi-opaque with paint or colorant in
order to represent a cataract condition [77].

A static crystalline lens is not capable of modeling different accommodative states,
even if spatially varying refractive indexes are used. In recent years, dynamic crystalline
lens have started being used. These are tunable lenses that can change shape in order to
mimic actual accommodation. They are typically made of a flexible material, such as a
hydrogel or a silicone, that squeeze and stretch the lens to change the level of accommo-
dation [77]. A realistic deformable lens was described in [62], being an elastomer-based
refractive lens whose shape was controllably deformed using liquid crystal elastomer (LCE)
actuators, allowing controlled tuning of astigmatism and other primary aberrations. The
model presented in [57] used an electronically variable focal length lens made of a special
polymer membrane filled with an optical fluid, having optical power proportional to the
pressure in the fluid, and modulated by an electromagnetic actuator that responded to
the electrical current applied. The change in the electrical current could drive the tunable
lens within a range of optical power from 7D to 24D. Another electronically variable focal
length lens used instead a voice coil that controlled a compression ring to compress a PDMS
lens [51]. The model presented in [24] used a liquid crystal lens to control its refractive
index through a computer, and the model described in [55] used a solid elastic lens (SEL)
controlled by a mechanical mount designed to use tensile stress in order to change the
curvature of both surfaces. In [54] a fluidic lens with a silicone membrane controlled by
liquid pressure effected by piezo actuators was used.

Other stretchable lenses worth mentioning have been described in [109,110]. The
former consisted of a lens with multiple refracting interfaces separating different materials,
which changed its refractive properties when stretched. The latter consisted of an electrically
tunable lens made of dielectric elastomers that functioned as an artificial ciliary muscle [110].
Unfortunately, both systems have yet to be implemented in an eye model.

As the crystalline lens is an internal system, it is usually attached to a holder that may
or may not be detached from the device. In an interesting case, an IOL was sandwiched
between two membranes, simulating the posterior capsule and anterior capsulotomy [10],
despite the model was not used for optical measurements. The holder is usually a platform
where a lens such as an IOL is suspended by its haptics, but some cases require the haptics
to be removed in order to attach the lens [46]. In [23] it was described a groove or recess on
the model enclosure where the IOL haptics were attached. More complex lenses such as
dynamic ones may need specific holders, substrates [51], or circuit boards [62].

In the case of IOL performance evaluation, the holder can usually rotate and translate
in various angles and directions, to change the position of the lens relatively to the optical
axis, or to simulate decentration, shift or tilt of an IOL [11,12,16,22,30,32,33,36,48]. In [73,74],
a fovea projector could move perpendicularly to the optical axis in order to observe different
sections of an IOL, thus emulating decentration and shift. Suggested values of decentration
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range between 0 and 2 mm, with 0.1 mm precision, while for tilt they range between 0 and
5 degrees, with 0.01 degrees of precision. These changes in position may be performed
manually or automatically, for example by using a moving device with control mechanisms
controlled by position sensors to adjust the positioning of the lens [48,73,74].

An explicit crystalline lens is not often present in a physical eye model, where an IOL is
mostly used in its place. Such IOL may be used either to simulate the crystalline lens [38,52],
or to model an aphakic eye with an IOL implanted in order to evaluate its performance.
Models with both a crystalline lens and an IOL do also exist [46,77,80], as well as models
with no crystalline lens. The latter do not require enough complexity to model both the
cornea and crystalline lens separately, and use a single lens to simulate both of them, as we
saw earlier. In other cases, the model only requires a cornea, as described in [34].

5.3. Iris and Pupil

Optical aberrations, diffraction, retinal illuminance, pupil centration, and the Stiles–
Crawford effect are all affected by the pupil size [19]. Therefore, an iris with a pupil is
commonly included in artificial eye models, usually a light blocking surface to act as the
iris, with a central circular aperture. An interesting case used a curved ring to represent the
iris–lens interface, and also made it with a rough texture front surface, since the human iris
is not smooth [75]. Another one used tapered edges to reduce unwanted diffraction [76].

The pupil is usually replaceable or adjustable in order to provide different diameters,
typically ranging from 2.0 mm to 8.0 mm (physiological range), with increments of 1 mm
or 0.5 mm. This is important for simulating different illumination conditions (photopic and
scotopic) and for inducing and controlling optical aberrations.

As with the cornea and the crystalline lens, specific iris holders may be used and
attached to the model, as the iris should be as thin as possible (the thickness of the iris
is around 0.35–0.45 mm in humans [111,112]) and may be difficult to handle. However,
pupils milled directly into the device enclosure were also found [34]. There are also cases
where the holder used to attach the crystalline lens or IOL was also used as an iris [13,28],
or where both parts were mounted on the same holder [73,74,76]. The holder or the pupil
attached to the holder are usually replaceable.

Some eye models use instead exchangeable diaphragms [30] or a dynamic diaphragm
iris [57], which may be adjusted manually or automatically [55,74]. For example, a light
sensor may be used in a feedback mechanism to control the pupil size [55]. Another
interesting case used a phase plate with a light limiting portion disposed around it, whose
combined system made it possible to control aberration and also to function as a pupil [78].

Another interesting dynamic iris system was described in [113], which employed
liquid crystal elastomers to control its aperture. Despite this device was-based in the
human iris, it was not used in any eye model so far. Another relevant type of iris was used
in [70], which consisted of a compact dynamic microfluidic iris for active optics previously
developed by [114]. Modulation of the iris aperture size was achieved by the injection of an
infrared light absorbing dye into a spiral shaped microfluidic channel. By filling the spiral
with fluid, the pupil aperture would decrease.

In [62], two types of irises were presented with the purpose of accurately reproducing
the human iris function. The first consisted of a liquid crystal elastomer (LCE) tunable
iris, whose aperture diameter could be increased by applying an electric voltage. The
disadvantages of this system were the slow time response of the LCE contraction, way
longer compared to the human iris, and also the fact that it was not guaranteed that the iris
would remain circular under actuation. Therefore, a second type of iris was also developed,
this one being a fluidic tunable iris based on optofluidics, using a completely liquid-filled
cavity and a combination of transparent and opaque fluids. Time responses for closing and
opening the iris were shorter than the ones of the human iris. This second type allowed
smaller aperture diameters, but only at discrete values. In addition, the optical path of the
fluidic iris passed through the transparent liquid filling it and several interfaces, resulting
in some absorption and reflection of light, while the LCE iris was air filled.
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The pupil discussed here should not be confused with the entrance pupil, also com-
monly used in both in vivo and in vitro experiments. The entrance pupil is usually placed
in front of the eye to limit the amount of light entering on it. As a suggestion, one could
interpret the entrance pupil more as the degree of aperture of the eyelid, rather than the
pupil of the eye.

5.4. Retina

Numerous configurations have been used to simulate the retinal surface. Here, we can
distinguish between four main types: sensing retinas, diffuse reflecting retinas, transparent
retinas, and active retinas. Sensing retinas always involve a sensor such as a charge-coupled
device (CCD) or a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS). While CCDs have
superior imaging qualities and lower noise than CMOSs, they also require more power and
have larger pixel sizes [54]. Larger pixel sizes are more sensitive to light, allowing smaller
aperture sizes, which makes it possible to decrease the amount of aberration. On the other
hand, they may be less appropriate to model the size of the photoreceptors. Other sensors
have also been seen, such as colorimeters, photodiodes [70], radiometers, etc. [40,70,76].
Photodiodes and radiometers are often used for radiation intensity studies and not image
formation. To protect the sensor from the medium used inside the eye system, glass laminae
walls are typically used. Most sensors are actually outside the device and a glass window
is placed the retina plane, as happens in wet-cell models. In these cases, relay optics such
as microscope objectives relay the light from the retinal plane to the sensor.

The pixel size is preferentially close to the center–center separation between adjacent
photoreceptors in the human eye, which is in the range of 2.0–3.0 µm at the fovea [115]. For
instance, ref. [37] used a sensor with a 2.2 µm pixel pitch, while [45] used 3.6 µm, which are
both very reasonable sizes. Whenever this resolution is not enough, optical magnification
can still be applied to the image prior of reaching the sensor. For example, ref. [20] had in
account the ratio between the pixel linear spacing of the sensor and the cone spacing at the
human fovea, and thus used a magnification relay system to correct the CCD resolving
capabilities to the same level of the fovea. With respect to temporal resolution, no issues
have been reported, as the frame rate of any camera is usually set up to at least surpass the
temporal resolution of the retina.

On the other hand, non-sensing retinas do not use a sensor, and are typically diffuse
reflecting surfaces for double-pass experiments, transparent windows for direct observation
in single-pass experiments, or active surfaces with light emitting devices for second-pass
experiments. The retina type directly depends on the application intended for the eye
model, and combinations of different types can also be encountered, either simultaneously
or through replacement of parts. For example, in [73,74], a viewing apparatus through a
transparent window for live observation by a subject was used simultaneously with an
external recording device; in [37] a photoactive device was replaced with a diffuse reflecting
surface in the retinal plane; in [28] a transparent window was replaced with a solid retinal
surface; in [57] a diffuser and a light emitting source were located at the retina plane; while
in [64] two alternative types of retina modeling were used: a semi-transparent disc to
allow a reflection to be obtained for wavefront measurements, and a light input from the
reverse-side of the artificial eye to illuminate the semi-transparent disc, acting as an active
retina for second-pass measurements.

The human retina forms a curved image plane that naturally corrects the effect of
field curvature, but most sensing surfaces are planar. Planar surfaces do not allow the
on-axis and off-axis beams to be in focus simultaneously. A planar photoactive area may
be acceptable only whenever the interest is confined to central vision and on-axis images,
for example an area close to that of the fovea. Areas up to the size of the macula lutea
(3–5 mm) should be fine [116], but as the area increases, the curvature of the retina gradually
becomes more significant, and Petzval field curvature aberrations start to become relevant.
A major problem is the extreme difficulty of fabricating a curved sensor with such small
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dimensions as the ones of the retina, despite progresses in this direction have started to be
done [117].

One way to circumvent the previous problem is by using a lens for field curvature
compensation, to properly correct and bring into focus the image on a flat retinal plane, but
this requires additional optics inside the eye model. Another solution consists in varying
the depth of the posterior chamber [64] to compensate for the perpendicular distance
relatively to the optical axis, when switching between on-axis and off-axis measurements.
Unfortunately, this is only acceptable for punctual measurements, and does not work well
when the goal is the formation of images.

More reliable solutions involve simulating a curved retina. For example, ref. [46] used
a closely packed fiber-optic bundle distributed along a sensing surface that matched the
curved profile of the retina (see Figure 11). The bundle was then attached to a flat surface,
in such a way that the image projected onto the curved surface is mapped to a planar
surface, which in turn can be detected by a conventional CMOS/CCD sensor. Each unit of
the fiber-optic bundle had a core diameter of 4 µm (photoreceptor) and a center-to-center
spacing of 4.2 µm (128 cycles/mm), which were comparable to the resolution of the macular
area of the retina. With this approach, a retinal radius of curvature of 11.019 mm and a
field-of-view (FOV) of 34.5 degrees were achieved. The small size of each fiber optic also
allowed an acceptable spatial resolution for the output image using a sensor with a pixel
size of 6.4 µm. The disadvantages of this method were that image processing had to be
subsequently applied in order to correct the discrete contributions of each fiber and yield a
continuous image, a darkening around the edges of the images caused by the limitation of
the numerical aperture of the fiber, and its inability to couple light efficiently at high FOVs.

Another way of simulating a curved retina consists in allowing the sensor to move
in a curved trajectory that matches the retinal curvature. For example, refs. [37,80] used
a rotational arm with a nodal point coinciding with the vertex of the posterior crystalline
lens surface, which could move along the retinal arcuate area. It was capable of covering
up to 35 degrees of eccentricity, as well as different “kappa” angles of the visual axis. The
robotic arm could also be controlled by a computer, making it possible to create and save
contours and use them later to analyze a particular eye image output of a particular optics
configuration. Interestingly, this approach also made it possible to change the curvature and
asphericity of the retina, as the rotational stage could also translate in the direction of the
optical axis, making it possible to model different physiological and pathological conditions.
Other rotating retinas have been reported. For instance, ref. [30] used a recording unit
mounted on a movable arm which could be rotated parallel to the retina window curvature,
while [76] also made it possible to vary the position relative to the artificial eye (translation
using a rod and rotation matching the curvature of the retina using a protractor) to evaluate
any part of the posterior surface. However, both cases did not seem as reliable as [37,80].

The drawback of these approaches is that composite images may be required to create
a specific field-of-view (FOV). In addition, care must be taken when choosing the sensor.
Intuitively, one can think about acquiring an image, truncating its peripheric region (i.e.,
ignore all pixels outside a central region, truncating square regions of the image is a quite
common practice for on-axis images, and a quick example can be found in [45]), moving the
sensor to another position on the retinal curved plane, capturing a new image and using
image processing to form a composite image. However, in practice, an additional problem
arises, as most sensor devices are large compared with the dimensions of the eye, and
cannot be easily moved widely along the entire spherical perimeter of the retina without
hitting other components due to space limitations. According to [80], the area should not
be greater than the foveal area or 10% of the total retinal area; however, photoactive areas
between 1 and 4 mm across are generally satisfactory. For these reasons, very small sensors
should be used, which eliminates many of the off-the-shelf and easy-to-mount options.

Another more realistic option to explore is the use of photodetector arrays on thin
elastomeric membranes [69,118]. A recent publication described a device able to simulate
the retina in a very realistic way, by using a hemispherical high-density perovskite nanowire
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array. An ionic liquid electrolyte was used as a front-side common contact to the nanowires
and liquid-metal wires were used as back contacts to the nanowire photosensors, mimicking
human nerve fibers behind the retina. The nerve fiber layer was connected to a printed
circuit board. The nanowire density (500 nm of pitch) was much higher than that of
photoreceptors in the human retina, and thus could achieve high image resolutions. In
addition, the liquid-metal wires were located behind the sensing material, thus avoiding
the light-loss and blind-spot problems of the human retina. The hemispherical shape of
the sensing surface resulted in a field-of-view (FOV) with a diagonal visual field of about
100.1 degrees, with the authors claiming further improvements could cover the entire
human vertical FOV of about 130 degrees.

When a transparent surface is used as the retinal surface, the focal plane is usually at its
anterior surface. One publication reported focusing the image slightly behind the window
in order to avoid deformations and polluting of the image formed by the optical system [30].
The image being focused on is usually captured by relay optics, such as objectives, and
transferred to a sensing surface with a 1:1 ratio, or other ratios if magnification or scale
corrections are desired. The rear window may also be curved, to mimic a true retinal surface.
For example, ref. [77] could use either a planar window, or design it with an anterior curved
protrusion, whose radius, shape and center of curvature could be controlled. The surface
could also be tilted, decentered, or otherwise displaced to replicate actual eye characteristics
(for these cases, alignment indicia printed on the window surface may be useful). Other
publications that mention curved window surfaces include [30,75,77,79].

The main type of non-sensing retina surface is the reflecting diffuser, for double-pass
and wavefront measurements, acting as a field-stop. In the case of wavefront measurements,
the diffuser often makes it possible to rotate in the direction normal to the incoming
light, in order to reduce speckle noise and destroy the spatial coherence of incident light
(depending on the degree of coherence, the angular velocity of the diffuser, and the detection
specifications) [8,9,15,24]. Other diffusing retinas have also been described: the model
described in [23] used a painted surface to act as a diffuse reactor; ref. [28] used a solid
painted surface to backscatter infrared radiation; ref. [79] used an end-cap made of orange
acrylic; while [34] used an acrylic material for both the enclosure and retina; and [59] used
cardboard of varying roughness to act as diffusers. The models described in [15,16,37,64]
also used diffusing surfaces for wavefront measurements.

Diffusers have also been used for fundus visualization. Both [53,58] used an infrared
reflecting surface to be imaged by confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope. Some models
used 3D-printable material to fill the entire inner surface of the enclosure, including the
retinal area: ref. [52] used a photosensitive resin and [70] used polylactic acid. In these
cases, markers may be useful as reference points. In [77] were used markers to locate the
light spot on the retinal surface and for alignment purposes, while [20] used a graduated
reticle printed on the retinal window to allow precise focusing of the relay optics on the
window surface and to introduce an absolute length reference in the resulting image, used
to calibrate exactly the relay magnification and to size the image itself. The interior of the
posterior surface of the eye model used by [53,58] was lasered with a concentric grid with
10-degree inclinations in multiple meridians, to serve as markers in the infrared reflectance
images to analyze. In [73,74], the fovea window had small letters or symbols engraved or
otherwise mounted or supported on its surface, preferably the anterior surface, to help an
observer subject focus on the target object. These could be illuminated, preferably when
the view of the target was blocked. The model eye described in [52] had angle scale bars
glued from posterior to the periphery of the retina, while the model described in [38] had
USAF glued.

For second-pass experiments, active retinas are used, whether by using a point source
emitter (e.g., LED), or by using retro-illumination of a scattering medium [57,64,77,80].
These photoactive retinas provide unique ways of investigating the single-pass characteris-
tics of the front-end of the eye model, and avoid double-pass experiments, which are more
error prone. Retro-illumination can also be helpful for fundus visualization.
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Some artificial models have used a lens to simulate the retina instead of a diffuser [35,72].
The light would be reflected on the posterior surface of the lens, in a similar way as a
diffuser. The lens used by [72] was also marked on the rear surface with concentric circles
to measure the angular field-of-view (FOV). A reflection lens for double-pass experiments
was used in [35]. In [76], the image plane could be transparent (plexiglass) or translucent
(frosted). A frosted plate playing the role of the retina was also mentioned in [21]. The
retina used in [77] could be optically or physically transmissive, diffusely or specularly
reflective, or show polarizing or filtering characteristics to replicate cone function or other
selective features. Its reflectance could be modified; for example, a reflectance of 10% could
be used to represent a surface that is almost transparent, while a reflectance of 30% makes
it possible to simulate a fundus. The reflectance of the diffusion surface could also be set to
become sufficiently large with respect to the level of noise, such as reflected light from an
aberration adding member.

Some devices may lack a retina representation. For example, the models described
in [11,12,22] were used to evaluate the crystalline lens or IOLs using Scheimpflug or
Purkinje images, and therefore did not require a posterior chamber nor a retina. Another
example is [10], which used microscopy to observe laser damage to an IOL and also did
not require a retina.

5.5. Chambers

The eye contains three internal chambers. The anterior chamber, between the cornea
and the iris, the posterior chamber, between the iris and the crystalline lens, and the vitreous
chamber, between the crystalline lens and the retina. The anterior and posterior chambers
are interconnected and filled with the aqueous humor, while the vitreous chamber is filled
with vitreous humor. The depth of the anterior chamber varies between 1.5 and 4.0 mm,
averaging 3.11 mm [119]. The posterior chamber depends on illumination conditions,
accommodation and intraocular pressure, due to degree of aperture of the pupil and
curvature of the crystalline lens, with values between 0.06 and 0.26 mm, with uncertainties
around 0.10–0.15 mm having been reported [120]. The vitreous chamber depth varies from
14.42 mm to 16 mm [121]. Reported lengths of the three chambers in artificial eye models
are mostly inside the physiological range.

Anterior segment chambers’ depths are typically reported as distances between the
cornea and pupil, and pupil and crystalline lens or IOL. Due to its small length, the posterior
chamber is often neglected and the crystalline lens is placed immediately after the pupil.
However, accurate depths have also been modeled, for example, ref. [37] used an accurate
value of 0.2 mm plus an additional contribution given as a function of accommodation.
In [45] posterior chamber depth of 0.45 mm was used.

The distance between the cornea, pupil and crystalline lens is typically constant, but
some models make it possible to vary it. One way of doing so is by shifting the crystalline
lens/IOL along the optical axis direction. Many eye models allow shifting, decentering,
and tilting the lens, as seen before, and this usually includes shifts in the optical axis
direction. Wet-cells can simply change the thickness of the cuvette, or change the relative
positions between optical components on the optical bench. Some other models have
specific mechanisms to vary the distance between these components, but they usually
require disassembling the device to apply the modifications [39,46,52,73,74,76], or building
alternative embodiments of the model [12,52].

On the other hand, the length of the vitreous chamber is commonly variable, making it
possible to change the distance between the retina and the nodal point of the eye (typically
the intersection between the optical axis with the posterior surface of the crystalline lens).
By moving the retina relative to the crystalline lens (or vice versa) in the optical axis
direction, it is possible to change the total refractive power of the eye model. Typical
lengths used for the posterior chamber also fit inside the physiological range. In wet-cell
models, one simply needs to change the relative distance between the wet-cell and the
camera on the optical bench, and adjust the respective relay optics. For example, ref. [25]
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mentions a motorized translation stage to move the microscope along the optical axis.
In [13], the distance between the IOL and the artificial retina was variable and could be
adjusted by means of a micrometer screw. The retinal plane was fixed while the lens plane
with the anterior chamber could be moved forward and backward. In [33], it an imaging
system including the CCD was described that could be moved along the optical axis for
different focus positions behind the IOL. In [30], the camera with the microscope objective
could be moved along the optical axis with steps of 0.01–0.05 mm.

More realistic models less dependent on optical benches and with an integrated retinal
surface need more elaborate ways to change the axial length. For instance, ref. [46] described
all of the optical components, including the artificial retina, being mounted into the housing
so that the spacing between any two elements might be adjusted to match the anatomy of
individual patients’ eyes. In [37,80], the sensor was mounted on a motorized translation
stage with linear movement up to 6 mm, which allowed simulation of ametropia, from
approximately +3.00D to −16.00D. By combining rotation and translation, the radius of
curvature and asphericity of the virtual retina could be controlled. In [28], a threaded
sleeve allowed the length of the test eye to vary until the desired refractive error was
observed. In [20], the overall axial length (distance from corneal apex to the retina) could
be varied micrometrically between 20 mm and 30 mm, allowing it to host high-power IOLs
as well as to simulate an aphakic eye, while the camera was mounted on a micrometric
translation stage. In [24] it was used a retinal plane, mounted on a movable platform
manually controlled by a micrometric screw. The invention described in patents [73,74]
used a fovea projector that could protrude into the eye model, thus varying its axial length.
Patent [75] stated that the relative position of the CCD camera and the lens system could be
varied while patent [76] claimed that the artificial eye’s refractive state could be changed
by adjusting the distance between the lens holder and the interior surface of the posterior
portion. In invention [77], the separation distance between the retinal surface and the
posterior corneal surface was made variable via flexible housing joints. The device used
by [53,58] also appeared to have configurable distances, as both authors reported different
lengths in spite of having used the same device. In [45], the artificial vitreous chamber could
be moved by means of a motorized translation stage, providing an accuracy of 2.5 µm.

Ideally, the anatomic size of a physical eye model should be in the range of real eyes,
with possibilities of modifications to account for age, disease, ethnicity, or other natural
variations. Therefore, the total axial length of the eye should range between 15 and 30 mm.
While most eyes follow these specifications, there are some exceptions. The eye model
created by [42] was actually 1.336 times smaller in relation to that in the Gullstrand model,
to compensate for the removal of the liquid used to fill the model as the CCD camera
used was not waterproof. The shrinkage factor was equivalent to the assumed refractive
index of the fluid, i.e., 1.336. On the other hand, the model proposed by [76] was about
6.5 times the size of a natural eye, perhaps to make the mounting process less difficult
and to facilitate high intensity radiation measurements. Nevertheless, when the goal is to
provide reliable measurements, such as image formation, the size of the model should be
as accurate as possible.

5.6. Aqueous and Vitreous Fluids

Most eye models are at least partially filled with a medium to simulate the eye humors.
The anterior segment chambers of the eye are filled by the aqueous humor, while the
vitreous chamber is filled with vitreous humor. The vitreous chamber is a separated
cavity of the eye and the aqueous humor and the vitreous humor are fully separated and
distinguishable fluids. The aqueous humor is similar to a water solution, while the vitreous
humor better resembles a gel. While there is a preset amount of vitreous humor in our eyes,
and it does not move freely, the aqueous humor is continuously produced and recycled
and flows through both the anterior and posterior chambers.

Most artificial eye models do not distinguish between the two fluids, and for simplicity,
their internal cavities are modeled as single chambers or wet-cells, with a single fluid. There
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are indeed rare situations where the chambers are fully or semi-separated [13,76,80] and at
least one case in which different fluids have been used [76]. The model presented in [64]
also seems to have separate chambers. Curiously, refs. [13,80] allowed both chambers to
communicate through shunts or gaps.

The simplest mediums for filling the internal chambers of an eye model are wa-
ter or distilled water [10,11,13,45,46,75], purified water [32], or deionized purified water
(n = 1.334) [37], but more representative fluids can also be used, such as saline solution [33],
balanced (phosphate) saline solution (BSS, n = 1.334) [20,38,52,70], physiological solu-
tions [19], or 2.1% sucrose water solutions (n = 1.336) [28,48]. Sucrose water solution
is relatively popular, because its dispersion is well known and has been widely pub-
lished [122,123]. Other more complex solutions have been reported, such as polyethylene
glycol diluted in water [27], or fused silica matching fluids [64]. The latter was chosen in
order to achieve almost the same refractive index of the fused silica cornea used in the same
model, and avoid unwanted reflections. For the vitreous fluid, gel-based solutions may be
a good choice, such as gelatin mixed with water [76], transparent fluid gel [77], but usually
the same fluid used to model the aqueous humor is also used to model the vitreous humor.

When designing a possible solution, the Sellmeier coefficients may be helpful, as they
contain all information about dispersion. Factors to consider when preparing a medium,
are the temperature, which influences the refractive index, and its chemical components,
which may affect dispersion relations and rotations of planes of polarization. In [48] was
suggested a mix of sucrose and sodium chloride to avoid these problems, despite not
having used it. Since the medium might act as an electrolyte, the components of the eye
system have to be chosen carefully by taking into account their electrochemical properties,
especially if they are metallic [48]. Chemical reactions may contaminate the medium,
changing its optical properties, and erode and damage components of the device.

One disadvantage of filling with fluid artificial eye models with sensing retinas is that,
unlike the natural retina, which is in contact with the vitreous fluid, the same cannot happen
with electronic sensors, which require a glass protection separating the sensing surface
and the liquid. Wet-cell models use the walls of the wet-cell, but other models have the
retinal surface in direct contact with the aqueous fluid, which is usually water-based, and
unlike a gelatin, can easily flow to the interior of the sensor and damage the light reactive
surface. Commercial CCD and CMOS sensors already have a front-end glass protection
(which can be waterproof or not). This means there is always a small air space between
the eye model and the sensing surface that cannot be removed. It is usually a challenging
task to properly separate the chamber medium from the sensor without affecting the light
propagation characteristics. This is usually solved by the use of transparent retinas and
relay optics to properly focus the light from the retinal surface the sensor’s surface with
a 1:1 magnification ratio, or other magnification ratios such that each pixel of the sensor
matches approximately each cone. However, this usually requires increasing the distance
between the glass wall and the sensor to give enough space for the relay optics and their
respective focal lengths. This is also the reason most wet-cell models have their sensor
some distance away from the glass wall.

More drastic solutions involve removing the whole fluid from the system and use an
air-filled eye model. While air-filled eyes can be acceptable for certain types of measure-
ments, such as in [53,58], the liquid’s removal violates the asymmetry in the object and the
image space resulting in an incorrect image magnification and a different range of the field
depth [42]. For this reason, some scaling corrections or lens properties adjustments may
be necessary.

Some devices make it possible to pressurize the medium, in order to simulate intraoc-
ular pressure, which can be useful when testing immersed IOLs. Refs. [37,80] controlled
the volume and pressure of the fluid using a piston pump and the elastic properties of the
bladder-like chamber. In [73,74], the entire device (except the external part of the fovea
projector) was made a single air-tight compartment, making it possible to pressurize the
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eye model. PAtent [77] also made it possible to pressurize the fluid by using a valve system
at the inlet/outlet.

Finally, in order to avoid contact lens evaporation, humidity/temperature chambers
closed by transparent glass have also been reported [37,45,77,80].

6. Housing and Assembly

To make an eye model functional, it is necessary to properly assemble and align all of
its components. Most physical eye models are mounted on an optic bench, but the way
their individual parts are assembled together varies between devices.

Simpler models such as wet-cell-based models are not difficult to assemble. An IOL is
usually immersed inside a cuvette which is then mounted on an optical bench and aligned
horizontally with the remaining components (see Figures 3 and 4). Different components
are usually not attached to each other, but instead to the optical bench. These models have
little to no housing. Moving optical components along the optical axis is relatively simple.
The most difficult part is perhaps the task to properly align the IOL inside the cuvette, and
to apply diverse degrees of tilt, decentration and translation in a controlled and precise
manner. These setups are typically used to test IOLs, and could be seen more as an in vitro
bench setup rather than an artificial eye model. While it is very simple to mount these
physical models, they have the disadvantage of requiring an optical table, and thus can
only be used in laboratorial environments in most cases. They also need some time to
mount on the optical bench and prepare each experiment. On the other hand, they can
be highly configurable and be set up to fit different specific needs, by simply moving or
replacing parts on the optic bench. Examples of wet-cell devices mounted on an optical
bench are [13,14,18,19,25,27,29,31,33,43,47,49,50,56,60,65,68,71].

To better resemble the anatomy of the eye, some physical models are packed into a
single unit or closed system, with all their parts attached to a single housing enclosure,
as seen in Figures 5, 17 and 19. These devices are typically very small, compact, robust,
portable, and ready to use. Their enclosure is usually spherical or cylindrical to mimic the
shape of the eye, but this is often done only for aesthetic purposes. Other shapes also exist
(see Figure 6 for an example). They can also be mounted on an optical bench, or attached
to other hardware, which gives them some versatility. Usually, these devices comprise of
two halves that are attached together for easier mounting, but some devices may include
more or less parts. Some configurability may exist, allowing simple modifications such
as variations of the axial length of the system using threaded sleeves, but unfortunately,
these models usually have fewer features and are often less configurable than more com-
plex devices, can be hard to fabricate and assemble due to their small size, and in some
cases the parts are glued or cemented together, meaning they cannot be disassembled,
adjusted or replaced after the initial assembly [46]. Despite being esthetically more at-
tractive, these devices may also lack some configurability. Some examples can be found
in [23,34,35,38,40,42,46,51–53,58,62,63,70,76,79].

The most interesting and complex devices are a hybrid version between a single unit
device and the optical bench setup. These devices are the most creative and experimen-
tal, and therefore there is a significant variety of them, while they are also often highly
configurable. They are usually large and bulky, in order to accommodate all the structure
needed to provide high configurability and complexity, while their interior is typically
a closed system such as compact devices. The use of micro-bench mounts is a common
characteristic, and they may also have several joints, sliding parts, rods, threaded sleeves,
micrometer screws, robotic arms, viewing apparatuses, fluidic elements, different types
of sensors, and electronic components for computerized control. Relative movement of
different parts is usually precisely controlled for proper alignment. Despite being larger
than packed units, it is not difficult to move these devices and install them on optical
benches, and while they are not aesthetically attractive, seeming to have a bulky and dirty
mounting, they are much better in reproducing the eye behavior. The main drawback is
that they are often hard to design and mount, and are not very intuitive to use for someone
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not familiar with them. Some examples are [30,32,37,45,48,54,55,57,64,73,74,80]. Figure 15
shows a typical architecture of this type of devices.

The use of holders or carriers to contain optical components is quite common in eye
models. One simply attaches the component inside the holder, and then the holder is
introduced into the eye device enclosure. While it is possible to attach the optical parts
directly into the enclosure (using drilled boreholes [12], inserts [46], grooves, recesses, etc.),
their small and thin sizes make it much harder to handle compared to a carrier, which
is much easier to move and also offers protection to the sensitive components. This is
particularly useful when replacing parts, as one can simply replace the holder without
needing to touch the sensitive components, or just remove the holder and replace the
parts in a more controlled environment. Another utility is to provide a universal holder to
alternative optical components from different sizes and/or manufacturers, which may not
be easily attached to the same joint (e.g., IOL diameter, shape, or angle of haptics). Therefore,
the use of holders with only subtle modifications is an easy way of achieving compatibility.
If a new component needs to be used, a new holder may be easily manufactured through
additive manufacturing techniques such as 3D printing, or other machining techniques.
One should not forget that the material should be inert in the presence of the filling medium.

Holders may also be used to align and adjust the position of lenses through precise
control mechanisms without needing to disassemble the device. This is often done to facili-
tate controlled IOL shifting, tilting, and decentering. These specific holders are sometimes
referred to as micrometric stages, translation stages, rotational stages, XYZ-stages, three-
axis stages, etc. [11,22,29,45], which can be controlled manually (through screw gauges for
example) or automatically (through robotic arms for example). The only disadvantage of
using holders is the extra space they occupy, and the requirement for custom machining.

In addition, holders can also manage multiple optical components, and make it
possible to vary the relative position between them, making it much easier to alternate
between embodiments of the eye model. As an example, we consider the eye model
described in [76], where a single holder was used as the entire anterior segment and could
be mounted completely independently from the remaining of the device. This included a
thread that made it possible to change its depth, and its interior was filled with aqueous
fluid. This would then be inserted into the front of the main enclosure of the device
comprising of the posterior segment, which was filled with a different vitreous fluid. This
way, both humors would not be in contact with each other.

The housing of an eye model is typically a metallic, acrylic, resin, or other hard polymer
enclosure, creating a closed structure around one or multiple chambers. Some cases started
with a non-hollow housing and a hole was drilled to form the interior chambers [46]. The
housing should be opaque enough or at least its internal surface should be blackened to
reduce stray light. The housing may be split into various pieces that are assembled together
to close the system. Different parts of the housing and components may be attached with
screws, locknuts, etc. The housing usually has specific slots, joints, grooves or recesses,
where holders and components are attached when mounting the system. In [46], a clamp
was also used to hold a curved fiber optics bundle.

The material chosen for the housing must be approximately inert in the presence of
the internal liquid. Inlets and outlets may be used to fill the internal chamber, while in
other cases the chambers must be filled before sealing the system. Metal spacers may be
used to separate individual components, and rubber seals or o-rings are often employed
to prevent fluid leakage. Flexible enclosures have also been used [37,73,74,80] in order to
avoid fluid leakage when the axial length and volume of the chambers change, but other
solutions might be possible, such as using elastic tubes attached to the chambers’ inlets.

When mounting or replacing a component in the eye model, it may be necessary to
(re)calibrate the position of all components of the device, to ensure proper alignment with
the optical axis and avoid unwanted aberrations such as astigmatism or coma. Holders
make it possible to minimize this problem, but are not guaranteed to eliminate it completely.
Some devices use high-precision movable holders or sliding parts of the model housing
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to meet this goal. For example, ref. [35] achieved precise alignment through the use of
two different micro-bench mounts linked by rods, and screws allowed precise sliding
movement between them. Microscopes may also be used to help aligning and spacing
different components [32,46], while other optical centering instruments have also been
reported [54]. Another way is through the use of tracking cameras placed in front of
the device to provide information about the fit, centration, or meridional orientation of
components [37,63].

A common challenge when mounting a physical eye is how to deal with the internal
fluid that is used to model the aqueous and vitreous humors. Different ways have been
employed to fill the artificial eye chambers with liquid, and it depends a lot in how the
device is mounted. How the chambers are filled is not always reported, but there are some
known examples. For instance, the fluid may be inserted/removed through inlets and
outlets [12,20,28,30,46,76,77]. In other cases, the fluid is inserted during mounting of the
device, before sealing it. In [73,74], the liquid was filled by the cornea aperture, which was
later sealed by the cornea lens. In [76], the anterior chamber consisted of a lens holder
which contained the cornea, pupil and crystalline lens. To fill its interior with fluid, it was
necessary to remove one of its end-parts. Invention [75] used an intraocular assembly, with
at least a front-end lens and a rear-end lens, creating a chamber capable of holding liquid,
using water drums. To prevent fluid leakage, o-rings may be used between adjacent parts
of the artificial eye [20,46,76]. Some devices may also use an elastic bladder-like chamber
instead of a rigid compartment as the posterior segment of the artificial eye [37,73,74,80]. A
soft tissue wall is suitable for covering any movable joint, and is flexible enough to keep the
chamber sealed as the posterior wall changes position without interfering with the retinal
image projection. In [73,74], a shaft seal was alternatively used. The device presented
in [64] was designed in such a way that the total axial length and volume of the enclosure
was kept constant when moving the IOL between the cornea and retina, facilitating the
sealing of the system and avoiding leakage. Another and more extreme way to prevent
leakage is by gluing or cementing the components [46,78,79]. However, this approach does
not make it possible to easily disassemble the eye model in order to replace components.

An additional problem of liquid-filled devices is the presence of air bubbles, which
may be present in front of the optics and/or sensing surface, affecting the image quality.
Some devices employ methods to minimize this problem. For example, a syringe pump
may be used to fill the chambers, while helping to avoid the formation of air bubbles [20,30].
Another method is to use vacuum to remove air bubbles [46]. Other approaches involve
mounting the device vertically instead of horizontally: Invention [79] was not able to
remove air bubbles, but instead included a flange to handle the device and prevent air
bubbles of migrating to the area above the cornea. Air bubbles were also forced to migrate
by gravity across the crystalline lens region to the retinal area where the flange was located.
The device could be centrifuged so that air bubbles would enter the flange. In order for this
to work, the model had to be in a vertical position when used (the device was used upside
down, with the retina on top). A feature of the model described in [80] is the provision
of gaps between the iris ring and the lens to permit air trapped in the posterior chamber
to gravitate upward into the anterior chamber. The device presented in [45] was also
assembled upside down, while the vitreous chamber was closely attached to the anterior
eye segment. After water filling was finished, the model eye was attached to the translation
stage in correct orientation, and the vitreous chamber was separated from the anterior
segment, so that their relative distances could be varied.

Another reason we may want to mount an eye model vertically is to take advantage
of gravity to avoid the internal fluid leakage. Other devices were mounted vertically for
practical purposes only [37,80]. Some devices for fundus viewing may also be placed in a
vertical position, so that an observer may look into them with the device resting on a table,
as if he was looking at a microscope [38,52]. The disadvantage of vertical systems is that
they may require folding mirrors in order to receive input and direct output to instruments,
which are typically positioned horizontally in the laboratory or optical bench.
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7. Eye Movements

The main body of this review is concluded with a brief reference to the simulation of
eye movements using artificial devices. While this is not very relevant for most eye model
applications in optometry, it may be significant for certain human vision applications, and
also when we want to make a bridge between computer vision and human vision.

In the absence of binocular vision, eye movements may be used for scene reconstruc-
tion, depth analysis, object detection and tracking, or texture analyses. Evaluating how the
human eye contributes to these tasks might have applications in improving vision under
diverse conditions, such as night driving situations. This may also be important for indus-
trial applications, in order to mimic how a human would evaluate an object in different
angles and distances, and take appropriate decisions accordingly to what he observes.

While eye model devices with capability of evaluating binocular characteristics of
vision have previously been discussed [59,74], and moving a target relative to an optical
system is quite easy, artificial oculomotor rotational movements have rarely been mentioned
with respect to physical eye models. A notable case is [70], where the eye made it possible to
rotate relative to a light source, by rotating a platform, on which the model eye was placed,
relative to another platform with a light emitter, so that the light could hit a retinal sensor
at different incident angles. The first platform would slide under the second platform,
to avoid collisions between both platforms. Unfortunately, this feature was only used to
evaluate a decrease in light intensity hitting the retina with increasing incident angle, and
not to form an image of a target viewed under different angles.

A more interesting case made it possible to simulate saccadic movements by changing
the focus of an image, but without actually moving the eye [54]. In this work, composite
images were obtained in order to obtain a single continuous scene, to mimic how the
brain compensates the loss of image resolution with eccentricity, due to the decrease of
cone density as we move to peripheral retinal areas. Aberrations such as coma may also
be compensated by these mechanisms. In the real eye, the composite image is formed
by a sequence of processed images acquired through saccades, quick eye movements
that redirect the center of gaze from one point to another. By using the eye device (as
already described previously), this behavior was modeled by using a combination of an
aspherical hybrid diffractive-refractive lens with a flexible fluidic membrane lens, allowing
the implementation of a light sensitive and wide-aperture optical system with variable
focus. It is also intuitive that the same model could be used to model other types of eye
movements, such as smooth movements to track objects, or micro-saccades to stabilize
gaze. Both situations could help us understanding how fixational eye movements impact
the image quality on the retina, and might also be extremely useful in an industrial context.

A final interesting example of artificial eye movements is a publication describing
two robot prosthetic eyes and its control and sensing mechanisms [89]. The prosthetic
eyes could move horizontally in synchronization with the movement of the natural eye.
One of the devices used an external infrared sensor array mounted on the frame of a pair
of eyeglasses to detect the natural eye movement and to feed the control system to drive
the artificial eye to move with the natural eye. A second device instead used the human
electrooculogram (EOG) signal picked up by electrodes placed on the sides of a person’s
temple to carry out the same eye movement detection and control tasks.

8. Discussion

The human eye is a very complex system, which has a large set of characteristics
that can be modeled, such as the shape of the cornea, aperture of the pupil, variations in
shape of the crystalline lens, the presence of tears, axial length, the aqueous and vitreous
humors, dispersion along the optical path, the retina curvature, photoreceptor density,
retinal diffusion, and the presence of ophthalmic systems, such as spectacles, CLs or IOLs.
All of these in combination induce various types of effects that define our vision quality.
Despite its good optical performance, the eye is not a perfect optical system, being limited
by physical phenomena such as lower and higher order aberrations for increasing apertures,
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diffraction for smaller apertures and scattering due transparency losses related with the
biological structure of the tissues, pathological conditions or aging.

A physical artificial eye model is a device whose goal is to mimic in vitro the human
eye’s anatomy, behavior, or both. An ideal eye model would be able to simulate all main
physiological conditions of the human eye, being capable of producing wide-field images,
while also being able to be characterized using ophthalmic measurement equipment. Ideally,
a sensing retina used to acquire images should be easily replaceable by a diffusing surface
used for double-pass, second-pass, wavefront measurements, or fundus imaging. With
information such as the MFT and Zernike coefficients, a full characterization of the artificial
eye and its expected image quality under various conditions could then be achieved.

While it is desirable to have a complete eye model capable of simulating all the char-
acteristics of the eye, this degree of complexity is very difficult to achieve. It is preferable
instead to keep the model as simple as possible, and model only the few particular features
necessary for its desired application. While this may sacrifice generalization, it also simpli-
fies the construction and can make the artificial eye more reliable. Additionally, an artificial
eye device does not need to reproduce perfectly all the anatomic characteristics of the natu-
ral eye, being enough to reproduce its functional behavior in most cases. The final choice
of the optical design should be a compromise between the simplicity of the design and its
ability to imitate the desired characteristics of the human eye. For example, if higher-order
aberrations are not intended to be investigated, lens design can be greatly simplified.

Due to the high number of applications, it is remarkable that, while there are many
devices htat are similar or based on others, we still have at our disposal a huge variety
of different techniques and methods for building, testing and using artificial eye devices.
Therefore, the current state-of-the-art technology available allows us to build and use an
artificial eye for almost any purpose and way of operation. Several of these devices were
discussed in this review.

The human eye is an aberrated system. Along with other sources of image quality
degradation, lower- and higher-order optical aberrations affect the visual performance
and are usually addressed by prescribing optical appliances in the form of spectacles or
contact lenses (CLs) as well as surgical procedures to reshape the cornea or implant artificial
intraocular lenses (IOLs). It is then not a surprise that aberrations are the most intensively
studied characteristic of the eye, and this is not an exception when eye models are used.
Low-order aberrations correspond to piston (zero-order), tilt or distortion (first-order),
defocus and astigmatism (second-order) aberrations. Higher-order aberrations correspond
to coma and trefoil (third-order), aspheric aberration (fourth-order), and so on. Aberrations
of zero- and first-order do not affect image quality and are rarely studied in ophthalmology.
Other higher-order aberrations are almost insignificant.

We can also categorize optical aberrations into axial (longitudinal, central, foveal,
on-axis) and field (off-axis). Axial aberrations occur in the field center and are the ones
with the greatest impact in visual quality, as they affect mostly the foveal vision. Off-axis
aberrations vary with eccentricity. Because the eye operates in an inherently misaligned
mode, with surfaces lacking rotational symmetry to a significant degree, typical off-axis
aberrations may also occur at the fovea. One important consequence of this is that, as we
increase the diameter of the pupil, all eye aberrations are amplified with the impact on
foveal image quality.

Second-order aberrations account for roughly 85–90% of the total aberration of the
average eye, but are also the easiest to correct. Defocus takes the biggest slice in terms of
magnitude, and corresponds to well-known cases of myopia and hyperopia. Therefore,
most eye models include features that make it possible to change their axial length. Off-
axis defocus is often associated with the field curvature of the retina and is also widely
modeled. Astigmatism often originates at the cornea, and is prone to relatively weak
cylindrical deformations. Off-axis astigmatism is the most significant field aberration, but
is unimportant for eye acuity in everyday life, with possible exceptions in night scenarios.
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Higher-order aberrations are much smaller than defocus and astigmatism. However,
they are much harder to correct, or are even uncorrectable, and may become the limiting
factor for the eye’s imaging quality once the low-order aberrations are corrected. There
are coma results regarding the inherent misalignment of both corneas and eye lenses that
are tilted relative to the visual axis, with the lens also being somewhat tilted with respect
to the cornea, and decentered. Coma in general is insignificant compared to defocus and
astigmatism, and is often compensated by saccadic movements. Trefoil is rarely mentioned
in ophthalmic studies, and its magnitude is typically close to that of a coma. It is affected
by the cornea shape and is minimized by the aspheric (prolate) shape of its optical surfaces.
Spherical aberration is generally harder to correct, with a higher impact on the average
population. For this reason, it is a hot topic in most studies involving eye models.

Among the publications included in this review, defocus and spherical aberration are
the optical aberrations that have been most widely discussed in physical eye model studies,
as it is relatively easy to change the axial length of eye models, and spherical/aspherical
lens design is a technology that has been widely developed. Astigmatism has also been
often studied, but not as much as the previously mentioned two aberrations, and has
typically been associated with studies involving dynamic crystalline lens. Coma has not
been commonly included, appearing generally in studies comparing multiple aberrations,
or studies involving tilt and decentration of optical components, while trefoil has rarely
been mentioned.

None of the previous aberrations have been dependent on wavelength or are monochro-
matic. On the other hand, chromatic aberrations occur when different wavelengths are
focused at different points. Here, we distinguish between longitudinal chromatic aberra-
tions (on-axis) and transverse chromatic aberrations (off-axis). The latter, like other typical
off-axis aberrations, is commonly present in the eye on-axis as well. Chromatic aberra-
tions are not so apparent in vision quality and depend on many factors, such as neural
processing and the cone distribution for each wavelength. Nevertheless, there are several
studies involving eye models focusing on chromatic aberrations [26,37,40,52,63,64], and
one theoretical eye model (the “Indiana” eye model) [124] is also a popular reference.

Despite several devices having been developed, they are not easily accessible for
testing, reproduction, and comparison. This is a bigger concern in publications where the
artificial eye is only a secondary tool for the purpose of the research conducted. In general,
each one of the devices reviewed in this publication seems to have fulfilled its intended
application up to a certain extent, accordingly to what has been reported by the authors.
This makes it difficult to decide which of them performs the best for general purposes. It
should also be noted that most authors tend to have an optimistic view when discussing
their own research findings, and thus the reported performance of most devices presented
here might be on the optimal end of the spectrum. Table 4 presents a brief comparison
of all eye models included in this review that can be used to create a retinal image, with
emphasis on their main strengths and weaknesses. Basic characteristics such as replaceable
parts or variable power are a must-have, and will not be considered strengths. All cases,
whenever the crystalline lens is not modeled by a mere IOL, are considered as strengths
and called phakic eye models. Whenever off-axis vision is present, it is also marked as a
strength. On the other hand, whenever relay optics are needed between the model and the
target or sensor, it is marked as a weakness. Models based on wet-cells are also considered
a limitation due to their extreme simplicity. As for the remaining types of eye models not
included in Table 4, the obvious limitation is that they cannot acquire retinal images.

Designing and building an artificial eye with capabilities similar to those of humans
is a demanding task, due to the high number of parameters affecting the final device
characteristics. Perhaps the greatest challenge is its small size relatively to its big complexity,
and the fact that extreme accurate optical systems usually have small tolerances. To help
overcome most of the problems that one may encounter, some guidelines that may be
useful for a physical eye model project are provided in the next paragraphs.
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Table 4. Comparison between the single-pass models with image formation features discussed in
this review.

Ref. Strengths Limitations

[37,80]

• High resolution sensor
• Off-axis vision
• Curved retina
• Pressurized medium
• Multi-modal measurements
• Accurate cornea
• Cornea humidity/temperature control
• Tear modeling
• Phakic or aphakic configurations
• Position tracking
• Can test IOLs, CLs and spectacles

• No dynamic components
• Author reported limitations:

# Flat detector
# Cone distribution not modeled
# Not sufficiently subject-specific to test

off-the-shelf lenses

• Requires upright operation
• Eye model is patented, may not be easy to replicate

[45]

• High resolution sensor
• Cornea humidity/temperature control
• Phakic configuration

• Same limitations as [37,80]
• Requires upright operation

[46]

• Minimizes spherical aberration
• Off-axis vision
• Curved retina
• Phakic or aphakic with IOL

• No dynamic components
• Requires discrete image correction
• Darkening around the edges
• Cornea is glued to holder
• No variable power (without disassembling)

[64]

• Off-the-shelf components
• Smart fluid storage
• Off-axis vision
• Eye model well described

• No dynamic components
• Unrealistic cornea shape
• Human vision not implemented yet
• Probably flat detector (when implemented)

[48]

• IOL shift, tilt, decentration
• Alignment control
• Vibrational analysis
• Dispersion analysis
• Physical and physiological measurements
• Eye model well described

• No dynamic components
• Bulky device
• Too much focused on IOL evaluations

[62]

• 3D printed enclosure
• Soft-matter-based
• Phakic configuration
• Tunable lens
• Tunable iris
• Off-axis vision
• Field curvature compensation

• Unrealistic cornea shape (Cooke triplet)
• Anatomic components in wrong order

[54]

• Tunable lens
• Simulates accommodation
• Simulates saccadic movements
• Potential applications in the industry

• Too complex and specific
• Unrealistic in anatomic terms
• Unrealistic saccades (retina does not move)
• No variable power

[30]

• IOL shift, tilt, decentration
• Simple, but configurable
• Off-axis vision (presumably)
• Curved retina
• MTF computation detailed

• No dynamic components
• Unrealistic cornea shape (spherical)
• Requires relay optics
• Modified wet-cell-based setup
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Table 4. Cont.

Ref. Strengths Limitations

[20]

• Simple, but configurable
• Compact and portable
• Methods used to cancel out the neural component

• No dynamic components
• Requires relay optics
• Modified wet-cell-based setup

[23]

• Compact and portable
• Based on the ISO standards
• Multi-modal measurements
• Publication is a reference in literature

• No dynamic components
• Does not seem very configurable
• Few details reported about the model

[28]
• Popular medium solution
• Multi-modal measurements

No dynamic componentsNot focused on single-pass
measurementsRequires relay optics (single-pass)

[73,74]

• IOL shift, tilt, decentration
• Retina can translate in two directions
• Off-axis vision
• Human observer with image capture in parallel
• Cornea can pressurized to avoid deformations
• Variable aperture iris (automatic)
• Adjustment by subject
• Can test IOLs, CLs and spectacles

• No dynamic components
• Flat retina
• Details about optical components too vague
• Eye model is patented, may not be easy to replicate
• Publication is old

[77]

• Curved retina
• Pressurized medium
• Multi-modal measurements
• Controlled environment
• Cornea humidity/temperature control
• Tear modeling
• Phakic or aphakic configurations
• Can test IOLs, CLs and spectacles

• According to [80], incident angles at which
wavefront measuring instruments can be used
effectively are severely limited

• Requires relay optics (single-pass)
• Device assembly details too vague
• Eye model is patented, may not be easy to replicate
• Publication is old

[55]

• Phakic configuration
• Light sensitive dynamic pupil
• Dynamic crystalline lens
• Mechanical analysis

• Too much focused in finite element simulations
• Not clear if device was really implemented

[51]

• Phakic configuration
• Dynamic crystalline lens
• Crystalline fabrication highly detailed

• Too much focused on the crystalline lens
• Authors claim the system being too much

aberrated

[40]
• Corrects both spherical and chromatic aberrations
• Evaluates each cone wavelength separately

• No dynamic components
• Requires relay optics
• Wet-cell-based setup

[42]
• Phakic configuration
• Can test CLs and spectacles

• No dynamic components
• Unrealistic cornea shape
• No internal fluid (used air)

# Had to scale optical powers, distances and
aperture diameter

[26]
• Both spherical and chromatic aberrations modeled
• Polychromatic testing

• No dynamic components
• Unrealistic cornea shape (two singlet lenses)
• Requires relay optics (presumably)
• Wet-cell-based setup
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Table 4. Cont.

Ref. Strengths Limitations

[27]
• Cornea modeled from multiple subjects’ data
• Qualitative ray tracing analysis

• No dynamic components
• Requires relay optics (presumably)
• Wet-cell-based setup

[75]

• Embodiments’ dimensions are reported
• One of the embodiments has a phakic

configuration
• Can test IOLs, CLs and spectacles
• Reports the IOL lens design procedure
• Tear modeling

• No dynamic components
• Some of the embodiments are vaguely described
• One of the embodiments is a wet-cell-based setup
• Uses complex relay optics
• According to [80], depends on a wide-angle

camera-type objective lens placed in front of the
system to bring an image to focus over the flat area
of the CCD camera sensor

• Eye model is patented, may not be easy to replicate
• Publication is old

[76]

• Anterior segment independent of posterior
segment

• Aqueous and vitreous fluids separated (different
fluids can be used)

• Configurable anterior segment
• Off-axis vision
• Curved retina

• No dynamic components
• Eye model 6.5 times the size of the natural eye
• Used only for radiation safety studies
• Sensor is away from retinal surface
• Eye model is patented, may not be easy to replicate

[36]
• Pupil mimics accurately the “kappa” angle
• IOL shift, tilt, decentration • Wet-cell-based setup

[66]
• Compares simulated objective measurements with

subjective psychophysical measurements • Ordinary wet-cell model (see below)

[13]

• Anterior and posterior chambers communicate
through shunts

• Eye model description well detailed
• Ordinary wet-cell model (see below)

Other *

• Easy to replace components
• Validated by ISO standards
• Modifications can be applied

# Cornea may be modified to match human
eye characteristics

• Some models allow shift, decentration and tilt of
IOLs

• Too simplistic
• Usually require an optical bench
• No enclosure in most cases
• Not portable
• No dynamic components
• Usually requires relay optics
• Usually used only for IOL evaluation

* other wet-cell single-pass models.

The first thing to consider is which anatomic features and functional behavior we wish
to model. This will determine the complexity we will need to add to the device, which in
turn defines the optical components included, its geometry, and the materials used. It may
be useful to create a schematic model for theoretical simulations prior to start constructing
a physical device. A schematic model is useful to help deciding some of the features of the
future physical device we want to include, while can also be later used to validate it, by
providing a range of expected results of future experiments. Optical modeling software
such as ZEMAX, or other physical modeling software such as COMSOL Multiphysics, are
good options to create schematic eye models. Checking existent models is also a good
starting point. One of the purposes of this review was to provide a database of such models.
To help choosing the most appropriate geometry, optical parameters, and materials, it
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may also be useful to look at existent schematic eye models. Popular publications about
schematic eyes can be found in [1,23,92,93,96,124–130]. It should be stressed, however, that
even schematic models are not accurate enough to perfectly model the human eye and one
should never assume their output as being the ground truth.

To match the focal length and other characteristics of the human eye, materials with
proper refractive indexes have to be chosen. Therefore, the shapes and optical properties of
the components must be in accordance, and each component may influence the choice of
the remaining components. As an example, ref. [64] used a fused silica refractive-index-
matching fluid in contact with a fused silica convex-planar cornea, in order to mask the
effects of using an inaccurate planar posterior cornea suface. This shows the disadvantage
of using inaccurate lenses to model physiological lenses, as by introducing restrictions on
the materials used for the medium, other eye characteristics such as dispersion may be
sacrificed in terms of accuracy.

Spherical surface lens models can only match the first-order properties of the eye
and do a poor job in matching aberration content or off-axis properties of the real eye [17].
Aspheric eye models are much better suited to illustrating clinical levels of longitudinal
aberrations, both on- and off-axis. Such models need a proper combination of characteristics
between the cornea, crystalline lens, pupil size, dispersion, or medium refractive index,
to match a fit to a specific aberration (spherical, chromatic, etc.). One such model is the
well-known “Arizona” eye model [26], which can be used as a good starting reference.

When designing the eye model, it may be useful to define a coordinate system. The
positions of all components may then be referred in terms of the origin of that system of
coordinates. This is extremely useful when designing the device parts using 3D modeling
software, and also when control software is employed to adjust the dimensions of the
device, or translate, shift, tilt and rotate components. According to Gullstrang, the corneal
axis is the eye’s most convenient reference axis [1]. Figure 21 presents the 3D model of
an eye model prototype designed using the 3D modeling software Autodesk Fusion 360,
where the axes origin is at the center of the anterior surface of the cornea, coinciding with
the optical axis.
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Figure 21. 3D design of an eye model prototype using the software Autodesk Fusion 360© 2020
Autodesk, Inc. (version 2.0.12670, student license, sourced in Lisbon, Portugal). The axes’ origins are
placed at the center of the anterior surface of the cornea, coinciding with the optical axis.
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Another important consideration when planning a physical eye model is its integration
with measurement instruments. Single-pass measurements may only require a camera or a
photodiode, while devices for double-pass measurements or fundus imaging may be better
connected to wavefront sensors, or ophthalmic instruments. How this interface is done is a
crucial requirement of the device planification.

A common problem found when writing this review was the lack of information about
the dimensions, distances, and optical properties of some components in published eye
models. In most cases, this information was missing, because it was not relevant for the
intended research study, and was thus omitted. Nevertheless, this voids any possibility
of reproducing the exact same device that was created in the publication. It is, therefore,
suggested to include a comprehensive diagram such as the one in Figure 22 [64], reporting
through symbols the properties of the different components of the model. A separate
table may then associate the symbols with the respective values and units. Arrows may
be used to denote variable dimensions, translations, rotations, etc. By knowing all of the
properties and dimensions of the model, it is possible to create an equivalent model to the
one reported, even if the construction and assembly methods are not disclosed.
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reprinted with permission from Optica Publishing Group.

It is important to account for potential sources of error during the mounting and
assembly of an artificial eye model, and properly report them. Publication [48] offers some
good insight into how to deal with the mounting process in practical terms, listing some
of the most common difficulties and sources of error that might arise. Perhaps the most
relevant one is related to the misalignment of components when assembling the device, and
replacing or moving parts. It is important to make sure such movement is steady enough,
and to calculate and correct or recalibrate any systematic misalignment. Using a precision
tracking camera to monitor the exact positions of the components is a good tool for helping
to correct position errors. The choice of the motor driving mode may also be relevant in
order to avoid resonant frequencies of oscillating parts such as attached IOLs, which may
introduce additional uncertainty regarding positioning [48].

Other important sources of error are manufacturing tolerances and limitations. Unlike
theoretical models, the shape and dimensions of a physical model are not exactly the
planned ones, and there is always a certain degree of uncertainty due to manufacturing
tolerances. There is also the uncertainty introduced by the measurement equipment. Unfor-
tunately, none of these sources of uncertainty are commonly reported in most publications.

Monitoring the working specifications of the CCD/CMOS sensor used is extremely
important when evaluating vision performance. In [20], a performance “paradox” for
different pupil sizes was reported: when the pupil size increased from 3.0 mm to 5.0 mm,
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one would expect a decrease in image quality due to increased spherical aberration. How-
ever, with the increased pupil size, the amount of light irradiance reaching the sensor led
to a better signal-to-noise ratio, which was actually able to increase image performance.
This problem may be difficult to detect especially when the sensor applies automatic dy-
namic range adjustments. Other sensor characteristics such as sensitivity, nonlinearity and
noise should also be considered. The saturation threshold of the CCD camera needs to be
avoided, which can limit the light intensity used in some experiments with artificial eyes,
that would otherwise be used in real eyes, especially when performing psychophysical
threshold experiments.

An underestimated source of error is the “kappa” deviation. Most published physical
eye models do not consider that the optical axis does not cross exactly the center of the
pupil, and mount their components perfectly centered around the optical axis. A real
eye has the pupil typically shifted 0.3 mm nasal to the optical axis. This decentration
introduces additional aberrations such as coma. Temperature is also often underestimated
during ophthalmic studies, but can as greatly influence aberrations, as the refractive
index is dependent on temperature. This is more significant with fluids, which have
larger temperature coefficients, and can thus affect dispersion. This may be a source of
discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results. A good recommendation is
to use a temperature around the ambient range 20–25◦C, and make sure values used for
theoretical simulations match the experiments.

In human vision applications, the goal is to quantify the image quality as a human
observer would do, simply by “seeing”, i.e., visualizing the image as it would appear
on the retina. In other words, to analyze optical images unprocessed by the brain. The
most common way to do this is through psychophysical tests. Therefore, a good eye
model for human vision should be capable of reproducing the results of psychophysical
tests. An impediment for this is the neural component, such as brain adaptation or eye
dominance, which typically influence the results of these tests. Physical eye models only
mimic the optical performance, and the actual psychophysical effects contributing to the
visual performance would have to be included only via assessing the neural transfer
function [131].

The work described in [20] tried to address this problem, by reintroducing the brain’s
skill to identify patterns and shapes. This was done by asking a subject to recognize
and read optotype characters of variable size and contrast, “seen” by the model eye and
displayed on a television monitor, or analogously to guess the orientation of sinusoidal
patterns of variable spatial frequency and contrast. Since the image on the monitor was
magnified (presumably until the observer was satisfied), the subjective visual performance
of the reader was not involved in the procedure, resulting in objective, quantitative data
from simulated psychophysical tests. By varying the optical conditions of the physical
eye model (e.g., used IOL), but keeping identical testing conditions, the data obtained
would be directly related to the optical and visual performance of the device to those
optical conditions. In [66], psychophysical thresholding tests were performed to obtain
quantitative information related to halos produced in response to a glare source, which
could then be compared to numeric data obtained from the eye model. While it did not
account for neuro adaptation effects, the work showed that subjective human tests can be
quantitatively compared with objective simulated measurements.

Physical eye models make it possible to simulate the human eye in vitro, in a controlled
environment. Nowadays, advancements in technology allow us to create satisfactory eye
models in terms of accuracy, which includes most of the anatomic structures of the human
eye, and a lot of its functionality, such as accommodation, input light amount control, and
visual processing. The use of rapid prototyping techniques such as additive manufacturing
allows a relatively cheap eye model device to be ready for use in a very short time, and
3D modeling software is extremely useful for a quick design of a prototype, which can be
later improved and adapted with little effort. Several off-the-shelf components are readily
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available, while more sophisticated and custom machined parts can also be made, but with
some added costs.

However, eye models are still far away from being perfect. The possibility of “copying”
the properties and features of the real eye to a model is much more complex than has been
expected by many specialists. There are still many small-scale phenomena that impact
visual quality and are not well understood, such as the dispersion variation inside the lens
during accommodation, and thus are not yet addressed by eye models.

A major limitation of eye models is that they do not account for inter-subject variabil-
ity. While they are appropriate for evaluating conditions as they happen in the average
population, it is still not possible to obtain an eye model that is accurate enough to study
a specific subject in vitro and plan a possible customized treatment. Eye models perform
quite well in testing IOLs, but soft CLs are still a challenge to evaluate due to their anatomic
variance [37]. Thus, a subject-specific model would be highly desirable.

Another limitation of eye models for human vision is the light detection mechanisms at
the retinal surface. The process of phototransduction is very complex, and optical effects in
image quality such as the Stiles—Crawford effect, photoreceptor density, and the curvature
of the retina are extremely hard to reproduce in physical eye models through a CCD or
CMOS sensor. The photodetector density can be properly modeled by using sensors with
sufficiently low pixel size, but it is not possible yet to take into account the variations
with eccentricity, other than by indirectly emulating them using image processing. The
Stiles–Crawford effect dampens some of the aberrations of the eye and improves image
quality off-axis. Ironically, a feature considered a limitation in [46] was actually the most
accurately an eye model could simulate the Stiles–Crawford effect. Images captured by the
artificial eye appeared to be darker near the outer area, which was caused by the incident
angles on the curved fiber-optic bundle that refracted and emitted at larger angles with
respect to the optical axis as the field-of-view increased. The effect was mitigated by using a
tapered fiber bundle with all of the fibers oriented to be normal to the incident angles from
any field-of-view. Nevertheless, the effect was still too apparent compared to the much
weaker Stiles–Crawford effect. Another suggested method for modeling this effect is to use
an apodised pupil [20]. As for the curvature of the retina, this problem is partially solved
by using fiber-optics, or moving sensors along an arcuate path, but there is still room for
improvement.

Other limitations of eye models are their inability to test different lacrimal conditions,
pathologies such as fogging of the cornea or cataracts, corneal biomechanics, diseases
related with intraocular pressure, or retinal degeneration. To study these conditions, much
more complexity will be necessary in future eye models.

Finally, correct modeling of the visual processing requires a better understanding of
image processing on the retina before transmission of the image to the brain. Unfortunately,
the neural component of the visual system is far from being well-understood. One of the
interesting problems concerning recording of the image on the retina is the role of the
length of the photosensitive parts of photoreceptors, which is different from the thickness
of the photosensitive part of a CCD or CMOS element. Another question is the fact that
the photosensors are actually the innermost layer of the retina, which is occluded by the
remaining layers and blood vessels. Whether these tridimensional aspects of the retina
have any influence in the image quality, compared to a 2D sensing surface, has not been
explained yet. However, the neural component of the visual process is beyond the scope
of this review, which focused on the image-forming capabilities of the optomechanical
models described.

This review closes with some comments about the use of physical eye models for
industrial applications. The context of industrial optical testing usually involves either
artificial camera devices or human subjective inspection. To ensure reduced return rates
and the related production and reputational costs, industry is investing in very sensitive
inspection methods, which have ultimately pushed the standards to limits that might not
have an impact on the user experience if they are not seen under the limits of resolution of
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the human eye. Artificial cameras can be rapid, and usually detect very fine details in the
samples and might incur in the rejection of samples with unnoticeable defects to the human
eye. However, highly sensitive tests using high-resolution cameras would detect defects
that are not visible to the naked eye, and thus have no impact on the viewer’s quality,
forcing the rejection of units that are apt for human use. On the other hand, subjective
human inspection usually requires a longer time, is subject to a lower degree of consistency,
and comprises tedious work that should, whenever possible, be replaced by automatic
processes. Therefore, it is often desirable to have available a human resolution camera
to help in reducing this number of unnecessary rejections in an objective manner, thus
assisting or replacing human subjective inspectors. One way of achieving this is through
an artificial eye system that is able to mimic and work under different conditions, including
different corneal lens shapes and different internal mediums, thus reproducing well the
contrast sensitivity function of the human eye and to provide images of objects, such as
display units for human use, under conditions similar to the ones of a human eye using
those devices. A wide-field customizable optomechanical model of the human eye would
be able to challenge the inspection process within the ranges of resolution of the human eye,
at different distances of inspection, and providing a physiological platform to contribute to
the automatic inspection of parts in the industry within a physiological eye paradigm.

9. Conclusions

This review presented the structure, characteristics, purposes, and performance of sev-
eral optomechanical eye models. Artificial eye models are devices used mainly for research
applications, or tunning and calibration of optical correction or measuring devices. These
have been used mainly for physiological applications, but also have potential applications
in industry. While there are various different designs and degrees of complexity reported
in the literature, a typical artificial eye models comprises of a cornea, pupil, crystalline
lens, retina, and fluid filled internal cavities. Recent devices have provided more realistic
ways of mimicking accommodation, simulating natural optical aberrations and the image
formation at the retina, but there are still many challenges to overcome. Furthermore,
most publications tend to have an optimistic view on their respective devices, which can
complicate an honest comparison between them.

Image and video sensors are widely used in quality checkups, to help or replace a
human inspector. Most modern equipment is high resolution, which is more than enough
when the task is the same as performed by a human. Furthermore, if the object being
inspected is to be “viewed” by a human, such as in a display, only defects that are detected
by the human eye should be rejected. Therefore, using a high-resolution inspection device
will reject more objects than needed, decreasing production output. On the other hand,
artificial eye devices will inspect the object the same way a human observer would, thus
rejecting only the defects that are perceptible by humans. Other possible applications
include robotics or the analysis of human behavior during driving.
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